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The F-100 engine, used on the F-15 aircraft, differs from previous
engines in that it is modularized. Certain of the engine modulesI must be removed in order to perform maintenance on others. As an
example, the fan module must be removed to repair the core module.
if an unfailed module is removed to facilitate maintenance on
another module, it may be worthwhile to replace the unfailed
module rather than reinstall it. Such a replacement is termed
opportunistic maintenance. For instance, if less than one opera-
ting hour remained before the unfailed module reached its maximum
operating time (MOT), opportunistic replacement would be attrac-
tive. However, any early replacement results in lost service
life. The purpose of the study was to determine if an algorithm
could be developed which would determine when opportunistic
replacement is optimal and when it is not. An algorithm was
developed and programed in FORTRAN. Variables addressed include
transportation, packing, manpower, parts, depot overhaul costs
and module failure tests. Data were obtained from Edwards Air
Force Base F-15 Joint Test Force. Sensitivity of the model to
changes in variables was investigated. The replacement decision
was generally insensitive to changes in the input variables. 182
Pages.
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INTRODUCTION

Ztatement of the Problem

The F-15 aii-raft, currently entering the Air

Force inventory, is equipped with Pratt and Whitney Air-

k craft F-100-PW-100 augmented turbofan engines (8:2). *1

The F-100 engine differs from older engines in the Air

Force inventory in two major respects. 1. the design

incorporates state-of-the-art te,..hnology and 2. the

engine employs modular construction. An optimal, field

level replacement policy for the engine modules is needed

(9).

The F-100 engine is composed of five modules

(11:48-49). As shown in Figure 1.1, they are the fan

module, core module, fan drive turbine module, augmen-

tor/exhaust module, and the gearbox module. In addition

to the modules, a number of external accessories (e.g.,

plumbing, wiring, actuators, probes, valves, pumps, etc.)

are required to complete the engine (18:9-2A--9-5). When

performing maintenance on the F-100 engine, the technician

has certain sequences he must follow. These sequences

result from the physical order of the modules on the

engri(n. FJrk instance-, to re.-move the fan driv(w turbine
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Figure 1.1

F-100 Engine Modules
(Courtesy Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company)
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module, the augmentor/exhaust module must be removed first

(18:3-39). Similarly, in order to remove and replace the

core module, both the fan module and fan drive turbine

modules must first be removed. If the core module required

replacement and there were nothing wrong with the fan drive

turbine module, the latter module would be removed solely

to facilitate the maintenance on the core module and then

b,- reinstalled. There may be opportunities, however, when

1iL is advisable to replace rather than reinstall the fan

drive turbine module when it is already removed from theI I +
engine. To look at the extreme case, if less than one

operating hour remained before the fan drive turbine module

were due mandatory replacement, reinstallation of the same

module would be of doubtful merit. At the opposite extreme,

S~if several thousand hours of life remained, other things

being equal, replacement of the module would be unwise.

Thus, at one end of the spectrum, one would expect to incur

,.xcessive maint-enance: manhours and downtime becaus,: the

opportunity to aiccomplish concurrent maintenance is fore-

gone; at the other, much useful service life is foregone.

"Somewhere along the continuum an optimal tradeoff between

maintenance cost and lost service life exists. A policy

which optimizes the replace-not-replace decision for the

F-100 engine modules has not yet been developed (7;9).

- - - - - -- -- -- - - - --------- . ... .. .. .. -----
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importance of the Problem

The acquisition cost of an F-100 engine is approx-

imately $1.7 million. F-100 engine replacement parts are

correspondingly expensive (7). The high cost of the F-100

engine and its sub-components has spurred certain efforts

to optimize logistic support for the engine. For instance,

the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) uses a model called

MOD-METRIC to provide improved depot management of inven-

tory levels for both the basic engine and its modules

(13:472). 1 MOD-METRIC utilizes historical consumption

data and forecast flying hours in order to compute required

engine and module stocks. The end objective is to deter-

mine the smallest stock level. (and, therefore, cost) which

will provide required support (13:472). MOD-METRIC facili- 4

tates decision making at the c I level. Further

reduction in cost should be possible if the base level

decision on when to replace modules can be facilitated (9).

larther development of the example given previously should

clarify this point. If work is required on the engine core

module (which requires removal of the fan drive turbine

rlli.IIE'?lklC is an extensi.on of thfe MEI.I''P (Multi.-
i~ch,] or-Tchnique-for-Recoverable-Item-Control ) model
developed for the USAF by the IRAND Corporation as a method
of determining stock levels for recoverable items (15:472).
MIETRIC addressed a multi-echelon (e.g., both depot and
f:ield level), multi-item inventory system. MOD-METRIC
extends the METRIC model to include an indentured inven-
tory system. The F-100 engine modules, for instance, are
an indenture of the basic engine (13:472).
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module), under what sitaitions should the technician

replace, rather than simply reinstall, the fan drive

turbine module? Under the current operating criteria,

each module (except the augmentor/exhaust module) is

eiven a maximum operating time (MOT) at the end of which

a time-change is requized (7). In our example, if one

hour remained on the fan drive turbine module until

time-change was required, the technician would probably

decide to change the fr• drive turbine module now rather

than reinstall the same module and then, one operating

hour later, remove it again. These factors lead to the

following questions: where, in the continuum of pos-

sibilities, is the bre. )oint between replace and not

replace which will result in minimal cost and P. is the

effort required to determine the breakpoint worth the

savings whi.ch result from its determination? Determi-

nation of the replace-not-replace breakpoint is of

considerable current interest in the F-15 System Program

Office (SPO), at Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) Head-

quarters, at Tactical Air Commvad (TAC) Headquarters, and

at the field level (7;9).

Objectives

Th,.- objectives of this thesis were to develop an

al.gorithm which would locate the economical

replD3e-inot-rep].ace breakpoint for the five modules com-

)rising the F-100-PW-100 engine installed in the F-15

..... .. ..
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aircraft and to investigate sensitivity of this breakpoint

to the algorithm's input variables.

Scope

It should be recognized that deciding whether or

not to replace an unfailed part is only one of several

III similar decisions faced by the maintenance tec.hnician.

For example, USAF Technical Order 2J-1-31 provides

giidance on when to field repair and when to return to

depot components which have already failed (51). Tech-

nical Order 2J-1-27 provides guidance on when to minor

overhaul at depot level and when to major overhaul at depot

level components which have failed (30). This thesis will

address only the decision on whether or not to replace an

unfailed molule at the field level. A statistical model

rather than inspection criteria will be used to anticipate

failure.

4



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Air Force Jet Engine Maintenance

The Air Force engine maintenance program consists

of two echelons--Jet Engine Intermediate Maintenance (JEIM)

and depot overhaul/repair (2:vii). JEIM is base level

repair. Depot overhaul/repair refers to extensive tear-

down and renewal performed at either an Air Logistics

(, enter or contractor facility.

Periodic maintenance of jet engines consists of

scheduled inspections at intermediate level and scheduled

major overhaul at the depot level. In addition to

periodic or scheduled maintenance, unscheduled maintenance

can and does occur. Unscheduled maintenance requirements

may be generated for either the base level or depot level.

As an example, catastrophic failure of a component would

generate an unscheduled maintenance requirement at the
I

base and/or depot level. Usually unscheduled maintenance

is more costly than scheduled maintenance (10:223).

Unscheduled maintenance is basically corrective, whereas

scheduled maintenance is basically preventive (29:1-1).

1By catastrophic failure is meant failure charac-

terized by sudden, unexpected damage or loss.

7
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Standard let enwine maintenance cycle. Figure 2.1 illus-

trates the standard Jet Engine Maintenance Cycle. The

Standard Jet Engine Maintenance Cycle is the most common

(11). When an aircraft engine is reported operating out-

side of established performance parameters or does not
meet some specified inspection criterion an unscheduled

maintcnance action is generated. A maintenance technician,

or team of maintenance technicians is dispatched to the

aircraft to analyze the discrepancy. Normally the engine

will be analyzed or "trouble shot" to determine the reason

for the discrepancy. Depending upon several factors (such

as estimated repair time, type of failure, inability to

determine cause for failure, availability of a repair

asset required, etc.) a decision will be made to attempt

repair on the aircraft or remove the engine from the air-

craft and take it into the shop. Assuming the engine was

removed and is operable, the next step, normally, is to

perform a test cell run to isolate the malfunction.

Next, the engine is routed through the jet engine repair

shop and the defective components replaced. For exces-

sively damaged engines requiring large manhour expenditures,

a decision may be made to ship the entire engine to a depot

1If the engine is not operable, the malfunction
is known with a high degree of certainty, or in order to
save time the engine may be routed directly to the jet
engine repair shop (9).
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overhaul facility. Thus, the engine becomes an unscheduled

requiremnt at the depot.

Enalnes in the Air Force inventory typically have

an established maximium opera-ing time (NOT). On reaching

its MOT, an engine is removed from the aircraft in which

it is installed and returned to the depot for maior over-
haul. Removal on reaching MO'. is a scheduled maintenance

action.

F-100 enizine maintenance cycle. Figure 2.1 also illus-

trates the F-100 engine maintenance cycle. The F-100

engine maintenance cycle differs from the standard jet

engine maintenance cycle because of the modular construc-

tion of the P-100 engine (11).

Unscheduled intermediate level maintenance is

essentially the same until the F-100 engine is removed

from the aircraft. Normnally, a test cell run is made

prior to engine disassembly. On the test cell run, the

defect which caused engine removal is isolated to a

specific module. In the repair shop, the defective module

is removed and replaced with a serviceable module from the

stock maintained in the repair shop (13:473). The intent

of removing and replacing modules is to minimize the time

1As was true with the standard jet engine main-
toenance cycle, the engine may be routed directly to the
r,.-pa i r- shop.
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required to return the engine to serviceable condition

(7). Engine modularization was one of the design steps

towaard minimizing repair cycle time on the F-15 aircraft

(16). Repair of mo~ules is scheduled separately from

repair of the entire engine cnd does not delay returning

the enginfe to serviceable condition. If base level repair

is infeasible, the module is returned to the depot for

overhaul or repair.

Each of the F-100 engine modules (except the

augmentor/exhaust module) is assigned a maximum operating

time (MOT). When a module reaches its MOT, the engine of

which the module is a part is removed from the aircraft

and brought into the intermediate level repair shop. The

module which rmached MOT is removed, replaced with u o

moduehrvic haabld: module from thve dop stokp anceedt t,

the depot, for overhaul.

Optimal Maintenance Theory

Jorgenson, McCall and Radner (10:20-77) in a

1A41D Corporation report entitled, Optimal Maintenance of

"Stochastically Failing Equipment provide a comprehensive

treatment of the mathematical determination of optimal

maintenance policies. As developed in their report,

mninte-nancf! problems may be divided into two

ciO•.1,(:rj--dt,':T'min3tLiC and stochastic (10:1). Determi-

nisti, prit1obrems are t~hose where the requirements and

outcomes of every maintenance action are kunown with
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I

certainty. For stochastic problems, on the other hand,

the requirements and outcomes of maintenance actions are

random in nature (10:1). That is, the amount of service

life produced by a unit of equipment between the time

when a maintenance action is performed on it and the time

of failure is random in nature rather than known before

hand. Jet engine failures are stochastic" in nature; in

fact, the stochastic nature of aircraft engine failures

underlies the adoption by the USAF of the actuarial method

of predicting aggregate engine failures (29:1-1--1-4).

The question formulated in the statement of the

problem, earlier in this thesis, was when to replace an

engine module which had already been removed from the

engine but which, itself, had not yet failed or reached

MOT. Replacement and not-replacement were the only

alternatives considered. This limitation is reasonable

since the field level maintenance echelon does not have

the option of repairing an engine module removed by

reason of accumulated time, but must return it to the

depot (7;9).

The three independent variables which determine

the optimal average expenditure per unit time are

replacement cost before failure, replacement cost after

failure, and the hazard rate (21:71-74). Jorgenson,

McCall and Radner note that:

If replacement costs more after a failure than
before, in the absence of uncertainty the equipment
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will always be replaced Aast before it fails. For
stochastically failing equipment, replacement just
before failure is impossible due to uncertainty
about when failure will occur [10:205 J.

For the stochastic situation it may or may not pay to

replace the equipment before failure, i.e., establish a

maximum operat;ing time or opportunistic replacement

policy. W•,plaacement0 is justifiable if two conditions

are satisfied: 1. the time to failure distribution for

the piece of equipment must demonstrate wearout, and

2. it must cost more to replace the piece of equipment

after failure than before (10:221). Replacement prior to

failure, however, results in the loss of some unused life.

Thus, the optimal decision depends on the tradeoff between

the value of unused life and the cost of the avoided

failure (10:207).

A generally used t;,chniqu'o for d,:t(ermin!rrg if an

,-quipment ' tem demonstrates woarout; io ,xaminat;ion of' th

hazard rate of the equipment item (34;i7Q•171). Hazard

rate is defined as the ratio of the number of failures

occurring in a time interval to the number of equipment

units which survived until the beginning of the interval,

divided by the length of the time interval (24:161).

Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical hazard rate function

known as a "bathtub" curve. In this general casf r~hc,

h-,z rird rat,.'. initi-ally d r ,r as.s with g r,:ra irir ,:,,n.rl n

',,r p,:z i,,(l ,I' .jje an( I~h,.' infG ':as Os. Th eq Luipmr ,nn

Yin ',,:m , non tr t.n,- woarout when th0 hazard] [.t,, irrat.(;s'.s

(24:171).
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Even if the equipment item exhibits wearout,

replacement before failure would still not be justified

unless it costs more to replace the item after failure

than bPfore (10:223). Replacement cost, either before or

after failure would generally include the opportunity

cost of the downtime while the equipment is out of

service and the actual dollar replacement cost (10:224).

Opportunity cost normally is a measure of lost revenue

(22:472-473). National defense, the product of military

operations, is by nature not priceable (29:36-37). Thus,

a" amount of lost revenue cannot be determined. This is

not to say, however, that the opportunity cost of incurred

downtime must necessarily bo ignored. Jorgenson, McCall

and Radner have suggested that. the purchase price of an

equipment item be amortized over its total expected life.

In this manner, a cost per unit of operation (e.g., hour,

cycle, etc.) can be determined (10:224). The value of

the amount of equipment operating time foregone by some

replacement action is an opportunity cost.

intuitivelys one would expect that a replacement

before failure would result in less downtime than a

r.,:pl(.Wmnt after failur' (10:222). For inrstanco, a

r,!plaý-ment after failur. is generally an unscheduled

maintenance action. As an unscheduled action is unexpected,

it generally i.acurs greater queue (waiting.) time before
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the replacement action is begun. Jorgenson, McCall and

Radner (10:223) point out that:

a second factor determining replacement
costs is the amount of resources needed to perform
the action. Usually, more resources are needed
for an unscheduled replacement for three reasons:
(1) generally a more complex maintenance operation
is involved, and a :.:iled part may have consider-
ably lower trade-in value than an unfailed one;
(P) additional resources are needed to repair A
parts damaged by the inservice failure; and
(3) it is often necessary to transport maintenance
resources to the failed system.

Under certain circumstances, replacement before

failure may cost less for at least one additional reason.

To use the F-100 engine as an example, when core module

failure or removal for maximum operating time (MOT) is

the only reason for engine disassembly, all costs asso-

ciated with removing and replacing the engine in the

aircraft, transporting the engine to and from the repair

shop, and removing and replacing the inlet fan module

(in order to gain access to the core module) are sunk
I

,'osts against the core module. In this event, if the

inlet fan module were replaced with a new module rather

than simply being reinstalled, than the additional engine

removal and replacement, engine transportation, and module

removal and replacement costs would be avoided.

Replacement of the inlet fan module (or any other module)

l'h(, -inlet fan module, gearbox module, fan drive
f.uxtrbin, modulc and augmentor module must be removee, to
fý,,in eompl,.-te' access to thc, core module (18:5-2---5-71).
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given that its removal were required for another reason

is an opportunistic replacement (10:224).

In summary, the following factors can be expected
to result in different costs for replacement before

failure and replacement after failure:

1. Differences in downtime required for the replace-

ment action.

2. Differences in resources required for the replace-

ment action.

3. Opportunistic replacement when removal is required

to support mandatory maintenance of another component.

Interviews with representatives of the Product

Support Division, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company (27),

the prime Air Logistics Center (ALC) for the F-100 engine

(26), and personnel of the Edwards Air Force Base F-15

Joint Test Force (3;5;12;20) were conducted to determine

if it is possible to currently measure the difference

in resources or downtime for replacement before and after

failure. Although the personnel interviewed acknowledged

chat there are probably such differences, the data to

determine such differences are not currently available.

The difficulties in determining resource differences can

be illustrated by examining depot overhaul costs. Whereas

depot overhaul of older technology engines involves

literally complete teardown of the engine, this is not

tfrue for the F-100 engine. Currently, the depot overhaul
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approach for the F-100 engine is to look at each engine

individually and only replace: 1. parts which have met

or nearly met cycle limitations and 2. failed parts. 1

Thus, the resources required to overhaul an F-100 engine

at depot are dependent not only on the reason precipi-

tating overhaul (e.g., MOT, damage beyond field level

capability to repair, or opportunistic replacement) but

rilso on the age, condition, and accrued cycles of the

enginti components. 8econdly, data available on F-100

engine depot overhauls are very limited. The San Antonio

ALC (the prime ALC for the F-1O0 engine) received the

first F-100 engine for overhaul in January 1975. As a

result of the uncertainty over what maintenance actions

a typical engine will require and the lack of a developed

data base, a distinction cannot as yet be made between

the cost to depot overhaul a failed engine or module and

one which io unfailed (26).

A similar difficulty exists when one attempts t~o

]etAemzine differences in r(esources or downtime required

for intermediate level engine maintenance. Manhour and

1 Cycle in this context is used in a different
sense than when speaking of a maintenance cycle (see
page 8 ). Many of the components on the F-100 engine
have cycle limitations1 where a cycle is generally con-
sidered an exercise of the engine throttle from idle to
an advanced power setting and back to idle. The concept
of cycle limitations is undergoing much discussion at the
current time (7;9) and is not addressed in this thesis.
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clockhour data on F-'.O0 intermediate level engine main-

tenance are obtainable from two sources: 1. the Pratt

and Whitney Aircraft Company F-100-PW-100 Qualitative,

Quantitative, Personnel Requirements Information (QQPRI)

(17) and 2. from data maintained by the Human Factors

Test Office of the F-15 Joint Test Force, Edwards Air

Force Base (12). Neither the QQPRI nor the Human Factors

Test Office currently makes a distinction between the

manhours or clockhours to perform maintenance on unfailed

modules and similar requirements for failed modules.

First, there is no effort at this time to make such a

distinction and secondly, it is questionable if such a

distinction could be made at this time considering the

formative state of available data.

Of the three factors which can result in a cost

difference between replacement of a failed module and

unfailed module, only the savings through opportunistic

replacement of a module which is already removed is
tractable at the current time. It is this savings

r,.sulting from opportunistic replacement of an unfailed

re.moved module which is explored in this thesis. As

possible savings resulting from less resources or less

downtime required for replacement of an unfailed modu.e e

are not considered, we believe that total savings from

opportunistic replacement are understated. The effect

of uncertainty about the total savings resulting from

.
.......
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opportunistic replacement was explored through sensitivity

analysis and is discussed later.

Jorgenson, 1,i.Call and Radner have shown how to

find an optimal opportunistic maintenance policy for a

system composed of two components, one of which is

constant hazard (10:244-251). The Jorgenson, McCall and

Radner model is developed in terms of decision rules.

Over the interval O<nSN where N is the maximum oper-

ating time (MOT) and n is the module age beyond which

opportunistic replacement is worthwhile, a module is

replaced at failure in the interval O<n, replaced at

failure or opportunistically in the interval n5N, and

mandatorily on reaching age N. The values of n and N

which will result in least cost can be determined

analytically for any given combination of cost to

replace before failure, cost to replace after failure and

hejzard rete.

Once values for n and N are established, they,

in effect, form a replacement policy. The object of

this thesis is to develop an algorithm which will enable

managers to find the optimal replacement policy for the

modules of the F-1O0 engine. For the F-1O0 engine,

maximum module operating times (N) have been established

(7). The breakpoint (n) between replacement at failure

and opportunistic replacement has not been established.

Thus, t~hre al.gorithm developed in this thesis solves only
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for the optimal value of n, given a fixed value for N.

In the literature reviewed on optimal preventative main-

tenance policy determination (6:271-283;10:205-268;

19:229-249;21:61-67;35:267-280) a general algorithm which

can be directly applied to the F-100 engine module was

not found.

Research Questions

1. What algorithm can be developed for a five module

system which, for any combination of module operating

hours and hazard rates, will determine the optimal

opportunistic replacement policy?

2. How sensitive is the optimal opportunistic
replacement policy to uncertainty about the underlying

failure distribution?

3. How sensitive is the optimal opportunistic

replacement policy to cost estimate uncertainty?

4. What is the magnitude of the savings which can

b,- rrjalized by on opportunrot ic r.placem(,nt; poLicy when

compared with a replace at failure policy?



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter describes the method used to answer

the research questions. The procedures used to determine

hazard rates and cost data are described. Next, the

structure of an optimal replacement policy for the five

module system is discussed. Y'inally, procedures to

determine sensitivity of the optimal policy to failure

rate uncertainty and cost uncertainty are described.

iHazard Rate Models

In Chapter II, the hazard rate was described as a

tool for determining if a component exhibited wearout and

as an input to determining the optimal replacement policy.

This section will discuss how hazard rates may be modeled.

"3hooman (24:160-170) has shown how to develop a

hazarl rate function ,from failure data. If the time scale

in a hazard rate graph is divided into intervals, the data

hazard rate for each interval may be calculated as the

fraction of components surviving until the beginning of

the interval, but failing during the interval, divided by

the interval length. Algebraically the data hazard rate

is defined as

22
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[n(ti) -n(ti + Ati)] /n(ti)(

Zd(t) at .i (3.1)

for ti< t:ti + A ti where Zd(t) is the data hazard rate,

n(t.) is the number of survivors at the beginning of

p,.:riod t1, n(ti + A ti) is the number of survivors at; the

end of the period ti, A ti is the width of the period in

time units, and t is the total observation time. As an

example, if there were 113 survivors at the beginning of

the period, 24 failures during the period, and the period

were 1000 hours

Zd(t) (113 - (11i0- 24) ]/115, .0002124 (3.2)

Although the hazard rates for each interval may

simply be plott;ed on a histogram, Shooman (24:185) points

out that in order to generalize from sample data to the

population of similar components it is essential to fit

the failure data with a mathematical model. Of the wide

range of models available, Shooman (24:195) suggests that

the piecewise linear, exponential, and Weibull models are

sufficiently inclusive that virtually all hazard rates

may be described by them. Figure 3.1 illustrates each of

t,h•s,: mod,.-s. Included with each illustration is the

'er,"rj' :alfp,:brvj iJ form of the model.

........... J
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Fitting failure data with a mathematical model

is a two step process: 1. choosing the appropriate

model and 2. determining model parameters (24:457).

As Shooman (24:457) indicates: "The initial procedure

in the choice of a m J, 1 is to plot the histogram for

Zd(t) from the failure data." A judgement is then made

from inspection of the Zd(t) function. If inspection is

not. adequate to determine the appropriate model, more

pow,.rf'-il arnalytical and graphical techniques are avail-

able (24:458-462). For instance, if the underlying time
to failure distribution is exponential (i.e., the hazard

rate is constant), a plot of the number of operating

hours at which a component failed vs. the natural loga-

rithm of V where i is the sequence number of the ith

failure and N is the number of components in the original

population, will be a straight line (24:459-460). Similar

t.r;(Miqu-'s are, applicable to the Weibull model and piece-

Wi ',; 1I1rjfe;v rod, (.1 4: ) .

,s..t, imat ion of mode:l paramcetexrs , once tUh appro-

priate model has been selected, can be accomplished

through either least squares estimates, moment estimates,

or maximum-likelihood estimates (24:464). Shooman (24:464)

recommends the maximum-likelihood estimator and Jorgenson,

McCall and Radner (10:251) also employ the maximum

likelihood estimator. It is used in this th,_,sis because
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its validity and applicability is widely accepted by

researchers.

Engine Failure Data

Universe description. An F-100 engine prototype was

first operated in flight on 27 July 1972 (8:2). Since

that time, the F-100 engine and its modules have under-

gone a number of modifications to resolve various

after-burner, fuel control, and other component malfunc-

tions. As a result, the F-100 engine inventory consists

of a number of different configurations.

Engine Modules Ztudied

On the advice of the Engine Project Office, F-15

System Program Office (9), the population of F-100 engine

modules studied was limited to those modules originally

installed on engines serial numbered 023 and subsequent,

with the exception of engine number 050. At the current

time, engines serially numbered 023 and above, except

for engine number 050, are of like configuration and are

the operational configuration.

The data which must be collected in order to

determine a particular module's (e.g., fan module, core

module, etc.) hazard rate are the times at failure of

those modules which have failed. Time at failure is a

discrete, infinite, ratio level random variable. Time

at failure data are available through two sources:
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1. the Engine Status Reporting System, D024, for engines

and modules assigned to operational units and 2. through

the F-15 System Program Office for engines and modules

assigned t,, Air Yorce and Cont'ractor Research, Dev-.]op-

m,ont, Test and EvaLuation (IlDTI&) units (9).

Reporting instructions for the Engine Status

Reporting System are contained in Air Force Manual 400-1,

"Selective Management of Propulsion Units" (54:4-5).

The source document utilized in recording the collection

of propulsion unit data is the Air FYrce Form 1554 (34:5).

Subsequent to completion by responsible personnel at an

Air Force Base, AF Forms '1554 are key punched and thf, data

t,raansmitted by Aut,romatic Digital Network (AIJTO)LN) t:,

Oklahom- City Air' Logistics Centor (OCAIP/ACITii

Air F',rce Base, Oklahoma where: it is monitored, processed

and maintained (54:12). Engine or module operating time

at failure and serial number are specifically collected

by this system.

The Base Engine Manager, designated in accordance

with Air Force Manual 400-1, is responsible for auditing

and controlling AF Forms 1534 submitted from his base

54" d(j lie develops local pr'ocedure!s Ln :jccordanc,

Sth ,hich ! ik i r' t, ial chec-k of tQhe. "crcurAc~y of AY" lorm

"K534 data ir': mad,;. A second check orn d,,ifa validity i•

accomplished by ,-dit routines within the Y0094 system ( 14: 19).

Finally, at the end of each month, OCAMC/ACDT provides
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the Base Engine Manager with a reconciliation listing

(DO24AEfIA) which the engine manager compares with his

original AF Forms 1534 and verifies for accuracy (34:5).

As discussed above, data on RDT&E engines are

available through the F-15 System Program Office. The

data used in this thesis were maintained in mechanized

form by thre F-15 Joint 'Pest Force at Edwards Air Force

Base, California. Although the data are not subjecl; to

validity checks as visible as those provided by the D024

system, F-15 System Program Engine Project Office per- ?

sonnel express confidence in the validity of their data

(9).•

Certain engine and module removals are precipi-

tated by events other than engine or module failure.

Specifically, it was necessary to purge the collected

data of removals to facilitate other maintenance on an

-jirdraft, or removal caused by other management

doizions. The Engine Status Reporting Sjystem includes

codes to distinguish between reasons for removal.

Computer programs have previously been developed to sort

engine failure data by removal code (14:78-82). For

RDT&E engines, the data were screened utilizing the same

programs developed for D024 data after reformatting.

As the F-100 engine is just entering the inven-

tor-j, total operating hours and the total number of

rwrlul : r,:mov'A I a aJe quit. Low. An init Ll computer I ape
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containing all D024 reporting transacrions for F-100

modules through 30 March 1975 contained only one reported

module failv,-e. A subsequent tape containing data through

June 1975 revealed three additional removals. Data

obtained from the F-15 Joint Test Force were more produc-

tive though still containing a limited number of data

points. The total number of failures and maximum time

removals by module type were as follows: 1

Table 3.1

Maximum Time Removals and Failures by Module

Type Rleported by F-15 Joint Test Force

Module Type Failures Maximum Time Removals

Fan 16 2

Core 5 8

Fan Drive Turbine 12 4

Gearbox 8 6

W(: bel lieve thor. the number of reported module faiu1r.,s and

m;ximum ,)pera.inp t.ime removals ar.e insufficient to

'el>ably dterminie the underlying hbzard rate. Shoomari

'p4:457), for instance, notes that statistical techniques

IThe augmentor module is not assigned a MOT and

for this reason was not examined.

Methods used to screen the raw data on module

transactions are described in Chapter V.

-.- 4
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of analysis begin to be of significant benefit when at

least 20 components have been life tested. None of the

modules listed in Table 3.1 experienced a total number

of removals (failures plus maximum time removals) greater

than 18. However, data which was available was analyzed

to determine a best initial estimate of the hazard rate

function for each module. Hazard rate functions thus

determined were used to find an initial optimal value of

n (the breakpoint between replace at failure and oppor-

tunistic replacement) and to investigate sensitivity of

this value to changes in the hazard rates.

Cost Factors and the Structure of an Optimal Policy

As previously pointed out, in addition to knowing

the hazard rate, one must also know the relative costs

of replacement before failure and replacement after

failure tc determine if replacement before failure is

warranted. In Chapter II, the factors which could be

expected to result in less cost for replacement before

failure were found to be: 1. fewer required resources,

?* 1. ess dwn, ime for rep aI, ,rvm,'nt. arid 3. opportuni L, ic.

rt.pia(:emei when an (,quipment. L1  was alr(..ady r(emovod. I
Mirther, in Chapter II, the area of interest for this

thesis was delimited to determining an optimal policy

for opportunistic replacement. As the reader will recall,

this limitation was o.casioned by the, as yet, unsettled

state of the data on resource costs for F-100 engine

~• ,x
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maintenance actions. Opportunistic replacement policies

have been explored by Jorgenson, McCall and Radner
(10:123-126) and others (6:271-283;21:61-71;38:267-270),

the most complete treatment being by Jorgenson, McCall

and Radner. A specific approach which recognized the

savings realizeable through replacement of a component

which has already been removed to facilitate other main-

tenance was not found in the literature. Such an approach

is developed here as an extension of the Jorgenson, McCall

and Radner model.

Following Jorgenson, McCall and Radner (10:P44-251)

one may divide the cycle from depot overhaul to the next

subsequent depot overhaul of a sirgle module into two

regions as illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Replace At FailureR~eplace At Failure Only Or Opportunistically

SRegion A -4 Region B0 nN

Module Age SI

Figure 3.2

Module Depot Overhaul Cycle
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In region A (i.e., age less than n) a module would be

replaced and returned to the depot only at failure. 1 In

region B, a module would be replaced both at failure and

opportunistically. Opportunistic replacement is meant

to be the replacement of a module when it is removed to

facilitate maintenance but is still operable. N is the

maximum operating time where modules are mandatorily

removed from service. For modules of age less than n,

opportunistic replacement before failure costs more than

reinstalling the same module. For modules of age greater

than n, opportunistic replacement before failure costs

less than reinstalling the same module.

The mechanics of Figure 3.2 may be understood by

considering the underlying costs involved. During a

single cycle from depot to overhaul, certain costs are

a..;ayS incurred and others may or may not be incurred.

orjncptually, the problem is similar to the analysis of

fixed and variable costs discussed in economics

(',ý:463-4•6). F 'or a single overhaul cycle, the fixed

costs are:

1 Specifically, the module would be returned to
the depot only if it experienced a failure beyond the
capability of an intermediate level maintenance facility
to repair. When gathering data on module times at
failure in support of this thesis, only failures precipi-
tating a return to a depot level facility were counted.

*
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1. The cost to pack a module for shipment to the

depot and to unpack a module upon receipt at the inter-

mediate level.

2. Transportation cost from the intermediate main-

tenance level to the depot and back.

3. The cost to overhaul the module at depot. As

will be explained in Chapter V this cost will always

be assumed to be the same. Further, this cost includes

packing and unpacking costs at the depot.

In Chapter II, it was argued that how one assigns

the costs to remove and replace the engine in the air-

craft, transport the engine to and from the intermediate

maintenance shop, and remove and replace a module on the

engine depends on the circumstances causing module

removal. Given that, for instance, the fan module failed,

thon t•hese costs would be attributable to the fan module.

On the other hand, if the core module had failed and

removal of the unfailed fan module were required for core

module repair, then these costs would be attributable to

the core module. Subsequent replacement of the fan

module, given that the engine were already removed from

the aircraft, transporti'-i. to the intermediate maintenance

shop, and disassembled, would not generate additional

rot') to perform these actions. The expected engine

rr:m-vo arid rpia:emrnt, transportation, and disass(:mbly

and reassembly' costs attributable to the fan module depend



on the probability of the fan module being replaced either

at failure or alternately upon it being replaced oppor-

tunistically.

One may note by reference to Figure 3.2 that the

probabilities of replacement at failure and opportunistic

replacement could be expected to bear some relationship

to the sizes of region A and region B. Although the

specific relationship remains to be examined, it does not

seem unreasonable that as region A shrinks in relation to I
region B, the probability of opportunistic replacement of

the fan module would increase. ,Expected expenditures on
engine removal, reinstallation, transportation and disas-

sembly/assembly attributable to the fan module are equal

to the dollar cost to perform these tasks multiplied by

the probability of incurring them. Thus, as region B

increases in proportion to region A, expected expenditures

on engine removal, reinstallation, transportation, disas-

sembly and assembly attributable only to the fan module

would decrease.

There jt:, however, a ponalty for increasing t~h,.

SI zeIof region 8. in region A the fan module is replaced

only if it fails. In region B the fan module is replaced

for failure or opportunistically. As region B increases

(n moves towards zero) the probability of early oppor-

tunistic replacement increases and one would expect that

cycle length, i.e., the mean time at removal (MTAR)
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would decrease. Figure 3.3 illus .rates the general rela-

tionship between cost and cycle length. As n moves from

N toward 0, total cost, which is composed of fixed cost

and variable cost, would decrease. The cycle length over

whij.h w,- would sprcad these cosLs, however, would also

d,-crease.

Thus, it is not immediately obvious if a decrease

in total cost per overhaul cycle is advantageous or not.

One must look further and determine cost per operating

hour (10:247). The optimal value of n would be that n
which results in minimum cost per operating hour.

Following our discussion thus far, suppose that

total cost is some function f(n) and that cycle length

is also. a function g(n); both f(n) and g(n) are monotonic

•jnd ine:reasing in thei interval (0, N). Let h(n) be,- corst

per hour as a function of n where

h(n) = f•-- (3.3)

Following accepted methods of marginal analysis (18:50-83),

the point of minimal total cost per operating hour could

be found by setting

d h(n) d f ( ) C)0 (3.4)
_E_ aHT gkn)

)Ind rO•Ving for. tUi, value of n which would make this

relationship true. Analytic development of equation (3.3)

and an algorithm for solving for n are discussed in
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Total Cost

Variable Cost

Fixed Cost

0 N

00

o Nj

N

F~igure 3.3

Cost; and Cycle Length As A Function of' n
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Chapter IV* Mathematics of the Algorithm.

Sensitivity of the Optimal Policy to Uncertainties About
"H.zard Rate Function Parameters and Cost Factors

In practice the parameters of the hazard rate

function are. not generally known with certainty (10:23/).

barthermore, the total cost under an optimal policy may

not differ signif'icantly from the cost under a

replace-at-failure policy. As an example, Jorgenson

(10:228) described a system whose optimal policy produced

only a 2.5 percent savings over the replace-at-failure
policy. Therefore, before implementing an optimizing
policy, it would be worthwhile to determine the policy's

sensitivity to uncertainty in hazard rate parameters and

cost parameters.

In order to determine sensitivity of the optimal

value of n and the optimal policy cost to uncertainty

about the hazard rate parameters, all input variables

except one of the hazard parameters were held fixed while

that parameter was varied over a range on either side of

the initial estimate. This procedure was then repeated

for each of the other parameters. Sensitivity to cost

uncertainty was also examined in the same manner by

viryjing one cost input at a time while all other inputs
w,.:r,, hr[d (.onsftant.

Finally, a comparison between cost of operating

the system until failure and the cost of optimal replace-

ment was made to determine the significance of savings,
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if any.

Summary List of Assumptions

1. The engine failure data collected for this thesis

are valid. For operational engji's this assumption is

based on an examination of the process by which data are

generated, recorded, and accumulated as described earlier

in this chapter. For RDT&E engines, this assumption is

based on discussions with the Engine Project Office, F-15

System Program Office.

2. The hazard function of each of the five modules

is independent of the other modules. This assumption is

based on discussion of the tio-component system by Jorgenson,

McCall and Radner (10:244-251).

3. Transportation costs and depot overhaul costs for

modules returned to the overhaul facility are assumed to

be the same whether the module has failed or not.

Summary List of Limitations

1. The algorithm developed in this thesis to deter-

mine an optimal replacement policy is applicable only to

a five component system. Similar methodology can be used

in other systems. Further, the only decision the policy

will facilitate is whether or not to replace a component

which has not yet failed.

. onrral izat, ions &-erived from the daInta atherod

by thie; research car, be made only to thu popuatIio±n (A
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F-100 engine modules originally installed on F-100 engines

023 through 049 and engine 051, and to subsequent modules

meeting the same design specifications.

3. Opportunistic policies for unfailed modules that

are not removed to facilitate other maintenance were not

considered.

4. Conceptually, it is optimal economically to solve

for n and N simultaneously but in this thesis N is given.

Logically, in practice we grope toward an appropriat;- N

t~hrough car.,'ui observation of failures.



CHAPTER IV

MATHMATICS OF THE ALGORITHMI

Introduction

This chapter presents the mathematics of the

algorithm used to find an optimal value of n for a given

set of hazard function parameters and cost factors. In

essence, the algorithm is an extension of a model developed

by Jorgenson, McCall and Radner (10:2,44-251) for a two

component system. The current formulation assumes con-

tinuous underlying time at failure distributions, permits

the second component (in this case the core module) to have

a general hazard function, and solves for n; the Jorgenson,

McCall and Radner model on which it is based assumed

discrete distributions, restricted one system component

to a constant hazard, and solved simultaneously for n

and N.

Tho order of presentation is as follows: fLrst,

math.matical expressions are derived to calculate expected

cost per cycle; second, expected cycle length is addressed;

third, calculation of conditional probabilities is dis-

cussed; fourth, the method of incorporating core module

age is introduced and finally, the minimization technique

is discussed.

40
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Table 4.1 indicates which modules must be removed

to facilitate removal of other modules. It can be seen

that only core module and fan drive turbine module removal

precipitate removal of other modules. It will be recalled

that our interest is in when to replace an unfailed module

which has already been removed to facilitate maintenance

on another module. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the

fan, fan drive turbine, augmentor/exhaust and gearbox

modules under certain circumstances will require prior

removal to facilitate maintenance on another module. The

augmentor/exhaust module, however, does not have an estab-

lished depot overhaul interval (7). All repair is

accomplished at the field level and, from the standpoint of

the algorithm developed in this chapter, the

augentor/exhaust module will not be considered. The fan

module, fan drive turbine module and gearbox modules are

removed to facilitate maintenance on the core module. Thus

we need only explore when to replace unfailed fan modules,

fan drive turbine modules and gearbox modules when they

are removed to facilitate maintenance on the cure module.

The algorithm is developed below in terms of the fan module

,.i is. equally applicable to the fan drive turbine and gear-

X,,X md-I'. .
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Tab l e It.. 1

Engine Noddle Removal Sequencc

Module Requiring Removal Other Modui.., Wb, i., Plust
Be Removed Ja. Iupp,-*t

Fan None

Core Fan, fan drive turbine,
augmentor/exhaust, gear-
' ox

Fan I Driv#w Turbine Augmentor/exhaust

Augment or/Exhaus t None

Gearbox None
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Opportunistic replacement before failure is

warranted only if 1. opportunistic replacement costs

less than reinstalling tge module and 2. the module has

an increasing hazard rate in the region where opportunistic

policies are considered. Whether or not a module satisfies

the second criterion is determined by examining its hazard

rate as discussed in Chapters III and V. The algorithm

developed in this chapter would be exercised only if the

hazard criterion were met.

Determination of Expected Cost

Figure 3.2 from Chapter III is redrawn here for

ready reference. The reader will recall that in region

A, the fan module is replaced and returned to the depot

only if it sustains a failure requiring depot overhaul.

In region B, the fan module is replaced and returned to

the depot if it either fails or reaches its maximum oper-

ating time or if the core module is removed for any rea3on.

1 1t should be noted that the possibility of inter-
mnedjr•te lvel reparable failures exists in both regions.
Thus, it, is necessary to screen data from which hazard
parameters arn.. detormined for the fan module, fan drive
t;urbirine module and gearbox module in such a manner that.
only depot reparable failures are included. 'Ph, simpli-
fying assumption is made here that all faiiares for module
age >n are depot reparable only. Scrictly, this is not
likely to be true. The direction of probable bias resul-
ting from this simplification is discussed in Chapter VI.
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Define:

N Age of '4,e fan module at which mandatory i-
replac' Aent of the fan module occurs given
survival until that age,

n Earliest age of the fan module at which
opportunistic replacement is permitted:
n is the leading edge of region B,

Q(fc) Probability that an engine requires field
level 'replacement of the fan module and the
core module simultaneously between n and N
given survival of both until n,

Q(f;Z) Probability that an engine requires field
J-evel replacement of the fan module before
the core module between n and N given
survival of both until n,

Q(Fc) Probability that an engine requires field
level replacement of the core module before
the fan module between n and N given survival
of both until n,

q(f) Probability of fan replacement before age n,

qi(fc) Probability that an engine requires fieldlevel replacement of the fan module and
core module simultaneously in the i-th
interval between n and N given survival of
both until n,

qi(f"), Probability that an engine requires field
replacement of the fan module first in thei-th interval between n and N given survivalof both until n,

i(fc 'Probability that an engine requires fie.lid
replacement of the core module first in the
i-th interval between n and N given survival
of both until n,

k I iIan,FNt kFan' than'1

Probability of fan module failure between
fan module age t and fan module age tk
given survival until fan module age t.,
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QCORE(tkore core

Probability of core module failure between
core module age t. and core module age tk
given survival until core module age t.,

fFan (t) Fan module failure probability density
function,

corc(t. Core module failure probability density
function,

FANREP Fan module field level replacement cost,

FANDEP Fan module depot overhaul cost,

FANPACK Cost to package the fan module for shipping
and unpackage upon receipt,

FANSHIP Rouxd trip shipping cost for the fan module
between the field level repair shop and the
depot,

FANMOT Fan module maximum operating time,

rY'UREOT Core module maximum operating time.

The probability of fan module removal for failure in the

interval (0, n) is simply

q(f) = fFan(t) dt (4.1)

Consider an interval of width it between n and

N where St . ti+ 1 - ti and it is sufficiently small that

only one of the possibilities qi(fc), qi(fF), or qi(rc)

r;:jnl occur in the int~erval. During the i-tIh interval,

lhr probability that the fan module, the -ore module, or

both are romoved given both are installed at the same time,
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both are the same age, and given survival of both until

n is

qi(f UcI n) - qi(fc) + qi('c) + qi(fF). (4.2)

Wh,:n n< 5 ,N - at, then

[ QcoRE(ti n)].
QFAN(ti+l I ti)e0

4 QCORE(t i+I I ti)

and when N- S t<ti.N and N = COREMOT

qj(fc) [i - QFAN(N - a t n)] (4.4)

OR1-oo(N- t n)1 •

SQFAN(NI N - 6 t)
I

since core removal would then be certain. Similarly, if

N- t <ti<N when N ; FANTIOT then

qi(fc) = [I -QFAN(N- t In)]. (4.5)

-QCORE(N a t j.

,CORE(NI -N at)

The terms qi(fE) and qi(f-c) are developed similarly. When

n~t; _5N- 6t, then

Tho conditional probabilities developed in Ghis
rchapter may not be intuitively clear. A more complete
mathematical treatment is found in Appendix H.

............................................
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qi (f7) = i-QFAIN(t.I ni] (4.6)

-QCOLRE(t. n+jj

QFAN(t i 1 It)

andi when N - a t-ct .:N arnd N COR1EMOT q.(f*) =0

but if N = PNMQT then

q (f )~ = 1 I4'AN (N -6 t. n].()

QCO I tN In)
Also, when n<t,< N . 6 t,

= [i -= qFAN(t~ i+ In)] a (4.8)

[i-QCORE(tij n)jJ

bxit, when N - a t <ti 5N and N = COREMOT

QFAT(NI nj e(4.9

but qi.(c 0 if N yANNOp.

Thren, where II (N -n)/ 6 t such that MI is an integer,

Q(Th7) q.(fc), and (.1
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q(yc)-, qi(fc) (4.12)Ji-

it should be noted that qi(fc), qi(Tc), and qi(fe) are

approximations of -H Q(fc),) WE Q.(Tc), and 'f Q(fa)

respectively. The accuracy of the approximation depends

on how many segments the interval (n, N) is broken

into--that is on the size of & t. A more complete dis-

cussion of approximation accuracy is found in Appendix F.

FANPACK, FANSHIP and FANDEP were previously defined

a., the cost to package and unpackage the fan module, ship

tho module to and from the depot and accomplish fan module

depot repair. FANPACK, FANSHIP and FANDEP are experienced

with certainty during a single overhaul cycle. FANREP,
the cost of field level removal, however, is experienced

only if the fan module fails in the interval (0, n) or is

removed before the core module in the interval (n, N).

It would not be experienced if the core module failed

before the fan module in the interval (n, N). Therefore,

th-:xp (:Xcttd cost . in the inthrval (0, N) is

I,'ANPACK + FANSHI11 + FANDEP

+ FA.NRP *.q(f) + [i - q(f)l.[Q(fc) + q(f7]}e

1We will use the convention that if both the fan
module and core module require removal at the same time
(e.g., simultaneous failure) FANREP is chargeable to the
fan module.
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Determination of Exbpected Cycle Length

The expected value of a discrete probability

distribution is

Ee(k) - k ki'(k) (4.14)

whr, k is a discrete random variable and P(k) is the

probability of observing the value k (37:148). The

equivalent .*xpression for a continuous distribution is

fb
E(x) = f xf(x) dx (4.15)

a

where x is a continuous random variable, f(x) is its

density function and a and b are the limits of integration(57:195) ...

In thf. interval (0, n), the probability of fan£

module replacement was

q(f) f fPan(t) dt (4.1)

and in the interval (n, N) the probability of fan modulo

replacement is

P(replacement in interval (n, N)) - (4.1E)

M[ r qf)l.E[qi(fo) + qj(,'o) + qi(fF)]

l'h. ,'!xp'!:ted timt,: at r-cptriccment of th:- fan modulo, then is

"j
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E(time at replacement) = (4.17)

n t f fFan(t) dt
0

+ - q(f)].

M-1 (t + t
{L12 [qi(fc) + qj(fF5) + 'd\i(Fc)]-

+ (I - q(f)].I - QCORE(N 1 0)3,1

where the term i

(1 - q(f)]*[1. QCORE(NI 0)]

i] the probability of fan module and core module survival

until N. The expected time at replacement is also the

expected cycle length since the fan module is returned

to the depot on replacement.

Conditional Probabilities

QFAN(t kFanI t jFan) and QCORE(t kcoreI tcore) are

conditional probabilities. Using a derivation by Papoulis

(15:179), the conditional probability of module removal

between t. and tk given survival until t can be expressed

asti
as F(tk) - F(t ) (4.18)

i(removal survival until t.) = F( (4.18)

Ilt is assumed that replacement occurs at the mid-
point of the interval (ti, ti+l).
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where F(t) is the cumulative distribution function evaluated

at t.

Core Module Age and Difference in MOT's

It would not normally be true that both the fan

module and core module would have the same number of

accumulated hours. To illustrate with an obvious example,

if at some fan module age t a new (0 time) core module

were (nstalled on the engine, the difference betw(:t.,n core

module, and fan module age would be t hours. As core

module age can have significant effect on the probability

of core module removal, it is important to provide for

core module age as an input to the algorithm. Further,

although at the current time both the core module and the

fan module have the same maximum operating time (MOT)

this will not necessarily be true in the future. A

difference in fan module and core module MOT is also an

important input t: the algorithm. To illustrate, if the

fan module, and core module were of the same age at. the.

tjme of fan module opportunistic replacement and the core(

module had the earlier MOT! the fan module cycle could not

last longer than the amount of time remaining on the core

module. Core module removal at its MOT given survival

to its MOT is a certainty. Therefore, we would, with

certainty, ship the fan module to the depot on achievement

of core module MOT ainder an opportunistic policy.
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The following method will be used to incorporate

core module age and a difference between fan module MOT

and core module MOT into the algorithm. Let

FANTIME 8 Age of fan module

CORETIME a Age of core module

A time E FANTIME - CORETIME

and

4 MOT a FANMOT - CORBKOT

Then, alternatively, we may express CORETIME and CORPMOT

in terms of FANTIME and FANMOT as

CORETIME FANTIME - A time (4.19)

and

CORI±OT = FANMOT - 4 MOT. (4.20)

FANW)T could be reached first if

FANMOT - FANTIME <CORiEOT - CORETIME

which, by definition, is the same as

FANMOT - FANTIME <FANMOT - AMOT - (FANTIME -Atime)

or, more simply

A time>AMOT.

Then, if Atime>&MOT

N = FANMOT, (4.21)

;jrid if atimt' = A MOT

N -V .0NMOT = (.'O}R].qOT (4.2P)

but, if t"ime< AMOT

N = FA/IOT - A time + A MOT. (4.23)

t
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The conditional probability QCORE(tkcorel tjcore) is

read as the probability of core module failure between care

module age tV and core module age tk given survival until

core module age t . When the difference between FANTIME

and CORlRUt1E is A time, the conditional probability

QCORE(tkcore I tcore ) can be expressed in terms of FANTIME

as QCORE(tkfan - A timej tjfan - A time) where this expres-

sion appears in Equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7),

(4.8), (4.9) and (4.17).

Minimization Technique

Expected cost per hour is determined as the ratio

of expected cost per cycle to expected cycle length.

Expected cost per cycle and expected cycle length are

expressed by Equations (4.13) and (4.17) respectively.

Minimization of this r'atio is tractable through numerical

techniques (10:123). The technique used in this thesis

was to %alculate the expected cost per hour as the value

of n was stepped in 10 hour increments from 0 to 250

hours. This process was then repeated as core ace was

increased in ten hour increments from zero to 250 hours.

For each valur; of core age, the optimal value of n was

i•aitt value which resulted in least;. exprec-t, ed cost, p,!r' hour.

Choice of L,,en hour increments for n and core age was in

large measure arbitrary. Obviously, one could make
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the interval as sma as desired. Smaller intervals,

however, exact a penalty in computer processing time.

Using ten hour intervals, 1.? processing hours were

required to ran the program listed in Appendix F in the

batch mode on the computer available at Wright-Patterson

Air Forc~e Base.



CHAPTER V

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

(lost Data

"Several elements make up the costs involved in

modular engine repair actions (5). The costs addressed

in this research effort were: 1. module depot overhaul

costs, 2. base-to-depot and return transportation costs,

3. module packing and unpacking costs and 4. inter-

mediate (field) level repair costs. Each of these cost

elements will be discussed separately in this section.

Detailed calculations and the data used are found in

Appendix B. For consistency, all base level repair costs

are assumed to take place at Edwards Air Force Base,

Ca I ifornia.

Depot costs. Overhaul at depot level is accomplished to

return a module to like-new configuration. Several

factors such as depot material cust, depot manhour c'st

and depot overhead are elements of the single cost

referenced in this thesis as depot overhaul cost. In

Chapter II it was noted that depot overhaul cost per

engine or module can be highly variable. Thus, reduction

(if r1(.pot ov'.rhaul cost to a singlo figurc ignores th!

,:,,n3 dre b I uncertainty inherent in LhLs (cost;. More

56
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detailed cost data, however, is not yet available. For

this -eason, the officially accepted rodule depot over-

haul costs were utilized as a starting point to determine

an optimal policy and to investigate sensitivity of the

policy. The officially accepted module overhaul costs

were taken from San Antonio ALC!MAWWF letter of 12 March

1975 entitled Module Depot Overhaul Costs (7).

Base to depot transportation costs. Engine modules for J

the F-1O0 engine are shipped by truck and classified as

machiner., parts, steel (25j. Charges for this movement j
are based solely upon weight. AFLC/M11P provided a rhrt

showing the weight of each module when properly packed

in its shipping container (7). A shipping rate schedule

(Edwards Air Force Base, California to San Antonio Air

Logistics Command, Texas) which showed cost per

hundred-weight was supplied by the Office of the Chief of

Tra.nsportation/D#TRP, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas. Multi-

Pllcation of the appropriate rate schedule by the module

2hippirij "- iht tVe the cost; of one waj movement of cacti

nd i 'z idui~. moduo. ';ince overhaul action requires a new

modal,; to b,- sent, t;h the base, as well as shipmfrnt of the

old one to depot, complete transportation cost involves

twwo-way shipment which doubles the cost thus calculatEd.

inteLrmediate- (field) level costs. Several costs are

incurred at field level, consisting of manpower charges
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and, if -tppropriate, material charges. All manpower costs

were figured based upon standard team sizes of four, three

or two technicians as required for the action. Costs per

clockhour were calculuted for each size standard team

based upon wage rates found in AFM 177-101. Th1ree sources

were used to obtain estimates for the clockhours required

for each task. The three potential sources were: 1. Quali-

tative and quantitative Personnel Requirements Information

(QQePRI) (17), a document provided by Pratt and Whitney to

predict manhour requirements, 2. time and motion studies

from videotape films produced at Edwards Air Force Base

during technical order validation work and 3. subjective

estimates based upon a supervisor's actual experience on

the F-10 engine. A comparison of the three estimates is

presented in Table E.11. The QQ.PRI figures were predic-

tions made based upon engineering design. Validation of

the figures is as yet incemplete but preliminary results

W,:r,: ieonc luziVO (1;,). Tim(! and motion studies from

vid,,otap: fiLnms were found to be poor ezt, imater; Sinl:,

,?.chnifal ordo.r" val Sdation action requires considerable

time to stop and document difficulties found. Subjective

estimates based upon experience were declared to be the

mos' consistent, valid figures available at -this time

","2;20j. Since these eatlmates reflect 100 percent

utilization of personnel, an allowance facto:' of 1.67

provided by the F-15 JTF at FA.;,,)rds Air Force Base was
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applied to convert these estimates to expected average
3i

performance. Manhour estimates are available in Appendix

B for comparison purposes. Estimated clockhours multiplied

by team costs per clockhour established the manhour costs

for each task. Material costs were determined by pricing

the materials c',nsumed in each task. The field level

tasks necessary for this analysis were: 1. module

remr.-%l and replacement/reiristallatiion, Ž. module packing

for shipment, 5. engine removal and replacement/re fins tL1-

lation and 4. base transportation to engine shop. Each

task will be discussed individually below.

Module removal and replacement/reinstallation. Since

this thesis addressed opportunistic replacement at the

module level, only removal and replr,,ement/reinstallation

at the aggregate module level were considered. Field level

module repair costs were not considered. Expendable

m'jt,.e'iai required for module removal and replacement. was I
in': •ded ',,• pr',ovide a total fiLld level module rr.moval and

r,:picement/r,;instal I ation cost. I
;Qodule packing for shi2ment and unpacking upon recv,-ipt..

Cnly manpower cost was involved in packaging the module

for' shipment- once removed from the engine; material is not

consumed during this task.

iLngine removal and replacement/reinstallation. The

,rngine change operation essentially consists of three

, p,.ra,,')ns: . removal, . r',rinsl-,,llution and •. tjrim.
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Team composition cost multiplied by clockhours required

determined manhour costs. Interestingly, an engine change

has been made in as little as 20 minutes, showing the

accomplishments possible when a highly trained team is

used and all tools and equipment are prepositioned (7;9).

No consumable material was found to be required for engine

change.

base transportation. The time and team size required

to move the engine from the aircraft to the engine shop

for teardown and repair constitute the basis for calcula-

ting base transpe ation cost. For the present situation,

this cost is almost neglible but is included for complete-

ness. If a Queen Bee operation, currently under discussion,

is adopted for the F-100 engine, base transportation costs

as defined would become an inter-base transportation cost

f'jr the complete engine and could be substantial.

Moduie Failure Data

Two source.,s wvrre avaitablr, for module -failure

data--ope rat ionjna1 engine data ,btainr;d through the stan-

dard engine status renorting system and RDUP&E engine data

obtained through the F-15 Joint Test Force at Edwards Air

Force Base, California. A complete computer program pack-

age written in FORTRAN is provided in Appendix C to

manipulate standard engine status reportinF system "AFM
4•0-•/ data. Acknowledgement must be made: to the thesis

ti:tm 'f Pansza and Woods (14) for devlopment of many of
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the programs included herein. Operational flying has pro-

duced too few engine failures to date for any significant

results using this reporting system.

RDT&E engine data provided the only other source

of engine removals for the F-100 engine. A tailor made

reporting system is in use at Edwards Air Force Base,

California which provides data in a format incompati.ble

with AFM 400-1 formating. Data was obtained in paper out-

put form from the F-15 Joint Test Force YF-100 Engine 4
Module Report. Data was keypunched onto punch cards for

input into the C(RETE' system, an AFII. Honeywell 635 L)ual

Processor computer at Wright-Platterson Air For('e Baso. A

final check on data conversion from report form to punch

card form was accomplished by verifying all cards. This

operation involves essentially retyping all data using the

punched card just produced and the original worksheets.

Computer programs were developed to structure the large

volume of data into a readable format and screen it for

module removals due only to failure or expiration of

established operating hours. Since these programs were

de.ve Loped for only on-e f°imO u.:,only the L op;ic- of the i.r

operet~i,,n is prc-s,.ented in Appendix C. As future failure;

data on the F-1O0 engine will be recorded in the standard

engine status reporting system; programs which will screen

this data are presented in some detail. A listing of RDT&E

removal times upon which the failure distribution parameters
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were computed is presented in Appendix D. Recalling the

discussion of potential hazard rate models from Chapter

III, the researchers were next faced with the decision

as to which model was most appropriate to model the

failure data produced. The models, as recommended by

Shooman are: 1. exponential hazard, 2. piecewise

linear hazard and 5. Weibull hazard (24:194). Shooman

further notes that "a good way to treat these (component

failure) data is to compute and plot either the failure

density function or the hazard rate as a function of

time (24:160)." The development of the data hazard rate

was presented in Chapter IIl of this document. Shooman

recommends the use of "engineering judgment" to select

the model most appropriate for the dat-a being analyzed

(24:457). Selection of the Weibull model was based upon

its acccoptaole general fit when plotted against data

hý'rzard comput:atio-ns and its wide usag- in reliability

V;wrk p24: 29/;5 :2r ;9. Purthy-rme, re, the W(,ibull p--rmits

model ing both incrasirig and d!cr-asirng .... zard with

t-he same mathematical formula (214:190). 'Phis waz oi con-

siderable value when performing sensitivity analysis.

l lots of the data failure rates are found in

Figures 5.' thru 5.4. The Weibull functions determined

to fit the data by the program contained in Appendix E

are shown on the same graphs. One notes the relativeý

"noisr-ness" of engine- failure data as describetd by i'ansza
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and Woods previously (14:45). This wide variation requires

additional caution when using a small number of failure

points to establish a statistical distribution describing

module failures.

-I



CHAPTE _R VI

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

kesults

Initial data output. Figure H.i in Appendix H is a sample

of the data output provided by the FORTRAN program

described in Appendix F. There is, as anticipated, a

point of minimum cost per hour. For the baseline cost

and failure rate parameters developed in Appendices B and

1), minimum cost per hour occurred at approximately 230

hours. The optimal cost per hour under an opportunistic

replacement policy was approximately $.03 less than he

cost under a replace at failure policy.

Figure 6.1 is a plot of cost per hour versus the

location of n for the fan drive turbine module when the

replacement core module is of age zero. Figure C.? is a

similar plot when the core module is of age 240 hours.

The effect of core module age is quite dramatic when n

is located early in the fan drive turbine overhaul cycle.

In both the case of a zero time core module and a '40()

Lour old core module, however, the curves are r lot. i yely

flat. in the region near 251) houlrs. Fi 'ur' ,.! Ls a pLot

,f" coSt; per hour versus the location of n for the gearbox,

given replacement core age of zero.

68
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Sensitivity analysis. The fan drive turbind module was

chosen arbitrarily for sensitivity analysis. It is

anticipated that trends observed for the fan drive

turbine would also be true for the gearbox module although

the values of savings per hour, cycle length and other

output variables would of course be different.

Tables G.1 and Figure G.1 in Appendix G contain

a summary of changes in the location of the optimal n, cost

per operating hour, expected savings per operating hour

under an opportunistic policy and expected cycle length

as the algorithm input parameters were varied. The

results are summarized briefly in Figure 6.4.

For the range of cost estimates and hazard pars-

meters explored when cost inputs or hazard parameters

were changed one at a time, expected savings under an

opportunistic policy only exceeded $.10 per operating

hour when the replacement core module Weibull m parameter

was 1.0 or when the replacement core module k parameter

wF 0.10. With k = .10, the expected savings were

$.1438 per hour. With m = 1.0, the expected savings were

$.4317 per hour. The Weibull m parameter determines the

shape of the distribution while the k parameter determines

scale. In general, the m parameter primarily affects

the rate of change of the hazard rate while the k para-

meter for a given value of m primarily influences the

number of failures per time unit. An m parameter value
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of 1.0 and k parameter value of 0.10 were the highest

tested during sensitivity analysis.

Very limited sensitivity analysis was conducted

vazring two parameters at a time. We were interested in

observing the effect on cost per operating hour when

both variable costs were increased and the core module

experienced either a relatively high m or k parameter

value. With the core module k parameter equal to 0.10 A

and MODIREP (field level replacement cost) increased

$100 over the base line (a 12 percent increase) savings

per operating hour under an opportunistic replacement

policy were approximately 5.17. When the core module m

parameter was increased to 1.0, and MODIREP simultaneously

increased by $100, saving per operating hour increased I
to 5.54.

The mean value of savings per operating hour,

for those algorithm input parameter combinations tested,

was approximately S.06 per operating hour. Translating

this figure into savings per -.ear using the fiscal year

1981 flying program of 175,000 flying hours (which re-

quires approximately 350,000 operating hours) when F-15

fleet acquisition will be complete, savings on the crder

of $21,000 per year might be anticipated under an oppor-

tunistic maintenance policy. We wish, however, to stress

that the output data summarized in Appendix H and discussed

in this chapter are no better than the hazard parameter



egtimates and cost inguts used. Hazard parameter estimates

and cost estimates aret in ou;r oDiniong fraught with

considewrble uncertainty at present. The main interest

of t ,P ,this thesis was in develoging a method

to find - O .t.'..replacement policy. The data output

provided is me,, illustrate only the general range of

values which o ", oe observed. With better hazard rate

parameter estimates and better cost inputs, the relative

magnitude of savings under an opportunistic replacement

policy could change significantly. Illustration of this

possibility is found in the behavior of cost per operating

hour when more than one input to the algorithm was changed

at one time. Further, there are several inherent assump-

tions and limitations in the algorithm which must be

understood. These assumptions and limitations are dis-

cussed in the next section.

Review of Assumptions and Limitations

The algorithm developed in Chapter IV will deter-

mine the optimal opportunistic replacement policy given

the assumptions and limitations which are built into it.

The assumptions and limitations which were initially

identified as pertinent to the research are listed in

Chapter 1I. Certain of these relate primarily to data

gathered in support of the research. Those which are

incorporated into the algorithm are:
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Module hazard rate functions were assumed inde-

pendent of one another. This is an assumption which

seldom holds true in practice. Certain types of engine

failures will quite freq'.ently result in damage to more

than one component of an engine. As an example, foreign

object damage (resulting from ingestion of a bird or

other solid object) may cause portions of the inlet fan

to process through the core module causing damage to the

high speed compressor. The probable bias of the assump-

tion of independent hazard rates would be to increase

the number of replacement actions in the interval (n, N)

which result from joint failure of two or more modules.

The convention used in this thesis was to charge the full

value of the replacement cost to the module replaced

opportunistically (e.g., fan module or fan drive turbine

module) in the event of this occurence. Thus, relaxing

this assumption (dhich would require a considerable

.increase in the complexity of the algorithm) would probably

result in decreased savings per operating hour and a shift

of the optimal location of n towards N.

Transportation costs and depot costs were assumed

t,or f) the same for failed and unfailed modules. As dis-

cussed in Chapter V, depot overhaul costs are not yet

well defined. A single cost for failed and unfailed

modules was used due to lack of a more explicit cost infor-

mation. As Jorgenson, McCall and Radner (10:222) point
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out, however, onu would normally expect the cost to repair

an unfailed module to be lower since fewer components

should require replacement and overhaul actions should

be facilitated.

A more subtle question, related to overhaul costs,

was overlooked when developing the algorithm. We did not

include the impact of changes in n on the spare modules

required to fill the various segments of the depot repair

and transportation pipelines. Note that as n approaches

O, the expected cycle length would decrease, which would

cause required spare levels to increase. The probable

bias from this omission would require study to ascertain

with confidence, for as cycle length decreased (and the

number of modules depot overhauled per year increased)

depot overhead costs would be spread over a wider base.

Given these conditions, use of a single cost estimate

for depot overhaul of a module would be even more ques-

tionable. We suggest, however, without any Justification

other than intuition, that the cost due to increased

spares requirements would probably predominate. In this

case, the bias would be to increase fixed costs, decrease

savings per operating hour under an opportunistic policy,

and shift the optimal location of n towarrd N. Explicit

consideration of -he effects of a change: in n on spare!s

requirements and depot overhead will, again, entail an

increase in the complexity of the algorithm.
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When developing the algorithms an additional

assumpt ion which became necessary was that all failures

in the interval (no N) of the module for which opportunistic

replacement was being studied result in shipment to the

depot. This is probably not an unreasonable assumption

for values of n close to an optimally located N, where

wearout would be significant. The assumption is essen-

tially indefensible as a approaches 0, however. If the

assumption were valid, there would be scant ,justification

for an intermediate level module repair capability. We

suggests however, based on results of the sensitivity

analysis, that the region of interest where the optimal

value of n is most likely to be found is near N rather

than near 0. The probable bias resulting from the assump-

tion that module failures in the interval (n, N) are

depot reparable only would be to increase expected cycle

length under an opportunistic policy and decrease the

probability of a field level replacement action. Both of

these effects would result in a decrease in cost per

operating hour under an opportunistic replacement policy.

There is an inherent limitation in solving for n

independent of N. Toa illustrate, during sensitivity

analysis the maximuam operating times for the fan drive

t~urbine and core modules were experimentally increased to

500 hours. When this change was incorporated, optimal

cost per operating hour dropped to $536-911 which is eight
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percent less than that achieved with MOT' s equal to 250

hours. Based on the results of the study by Jorgenson,

McCall and Radner (10:225.235), it is economically optimal

to solve for n and N simultaneously. Only a moderate

change to the FORTRAN program in Appendix P--including an

additional do-loop to scan over the range of interest for

maximum operating time and additional statements to store

minimum costs as the do-loops were executed--would be

required, but the hazard function must be clearly defined

over the relevant region. I,

At the time interviews were conducted to gather

cost data (20), the subject of test cell procedures for

the F-100 engine was not well settled. The original con-

cept was to accomplish engine trouble shooting on the

aircraft prior to in shop maintenance. There is at the

present time a trend towards engine trouble shooting on

the test cell prior to an engine undergoing maintentnce.

Test cell cost was not included in the calculation of

base level replacement cost. One would expect inclusion

of this cost to result in increased savings per bour under

an opportunistic replacement policy, since it is a variable

cost, and movement of the optimal value of n away from N.

Conclusions

With the limitations and assumptions outlined

above, an algorithm has been developed to determine the

optimal location of the breakpoint between the replace at
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failure region and the opportunistic replacement region

of the module overhaul to overhaul cycle. This answers

research question number one. Sensitivity of the optimal

location of the breakpoiat to changes in hazard rate

parameters and changes in cost inputs was examined through

sensitivity analysis. The optimal location of the break-

point varied from the maximumi operating time to 30 hours

less than the maximum operating time for those values of

input hazard rate parameters end cost inputs studied.

This answers research question number two. As the inputs

to the algorithm were varied, expected savings possible

under an opportunistic policy varied from less than $.01

per operating hour to slightly over $.50 per operating

hour. Only in the case of a core module Weibull m para-

meter equal to 1.0 did expected savings exceed S.15 per

hour. Thus, expected savings per hour under an oppor-

tunistic policy is relat±ively insensitive to changes in

cost and hazard rate parameter inputs. This answers research

question number three. The average magnitude of expected

savings under an opportunistic policy was $.Or, per opera-

ting hour for those hazard rate parameters and cost inputs

studied. $.06 per operating hour represents an approxi-

rate 0.1 percent savings over a repLace at failure policy.

In terms of the FY-819, F-15 flying •r'_gram, savings on

the order of $21,000 might be expected. This answers

research question number four.
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Recolmendations

Although the authors would like to believe that

this thesis reflects a moderate amount of research effort,

we recognize that we have barely scratched the proverbial

surface in term of the amount of work yet to be done in

the area of aircraft engine module opportunistic replace-

ment policy. In particular, we would suggest that effort

be directed toward: 1. improving hazard rate parameter

,-stimates and cost estimates as the F-15 aircraft and F-100

engine accrue more operational experience, 2. incorporating

necessary changes into the algorithm so that some of the

restrictive assumptions employed in this thesis can be

relaxed, 3. exploring the effect of changes in cycle

length on spares requirements and depot overhead charges

and 4. performing additional sensitivity analysis by

varying more than one input variable at a time and expan-

ding the range within which variables are tested.
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APPUDItX A

DEF'TIIES

Augmented ?urbotan ftine - A basic turbotan Jet engine
with an auaator attached to discharge end of
turbine setion. An augmetor nixes the hot turbine
dichaite gases and the relatively cool fan bypass
air. The ,ixture thus obtained is burned in the
atter.-bumer soents.

Catastrophic hailure - A failure characterized by sudden,
unexpected damage or loss.

Concurrent Maintenance - Accomplishment of two or more
independent maintenance actions at the same time.

Cycle Time - The length of time from installation of a
module until its removal for maximum operating time
(MOT), failure, or opportunistic replacement.

Defterministic - The result of a given action is known
with complete certainty.

Downtime - Any time period in which an aircraft or com-
ponent is not available for use. This is normally
classed as Not Operationally Ready-Maintenance
(NORM) or Not Operationnaly Ready-Supply (NORS).

Echelons - Levels of the maintenance organizetional
hierarchy.

End Item - An item selected for specific configuration
and accounting control. (e.g., aircraft engines
and airframes).

Fixed Costs - Those costs known to occur with certainty
during a single cycle. For this research, Vixed
cost included engine removal and installation costs,
module packing and unpacking costs, and transporta-
t:ion costs for a module between bas,. an(! overhaul
faciiity.

Lost Service Life - The sacrificed, otherwise available,
service life of a component due to replacement before
failure.

83
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Module Construction - The concept where functionally and
phk'sically associated parts are removable as units.

Opportunistic iReplacement - The replacement of an end item
specifically during a time when the item must be
removed to perform other maintenance (e.g., replace-
ment of the removed inlet/fan module given mandatory
core replacement).

%ueen Bee Operation - The maintenance concept of assigning
intermediite level maintenance capability for specific
type, model and series of aircraft engine to a
centralized location which, in turn, provides support
to other bases. Under this concept, supported bases
would basically hav only remove and replace or minor
repair capability.

(;'tchastic Failur( - The t~ime at which failureJ occurs is
not kn•wn with certainty, i.e., the time at failure
is governed by a probabilistic mechanism. Only the
expected time of failure can be determined.

Test Cell Run - Operation of a jet engine on a specially
designed fixture (cell) after removal from an air-
craft b'P prior to teardown, specifically accomplished
to isolate a defective component or components. Test
cell runs also are made after build-up or repair to
verify maintenance actions.

2rouble-shoot - The maintenance actions necessary to
isolate a defective component or components. This
may be accomplished on the aircraft or after removal.

Variable .osts - Josts which var-y in amount or may or may
not occur during a single cycle. As an example, in
the event of opportunistic replacement, certain costs
are not, incurred which would be incurred in the event
of a replacement at failure.

warout - 'Phe characteristic where hazard rate increases
with age.
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Tab le B.~

SitA~ard Pour Man Team Costs

S 'Aersonnel "ost Per

t $4.75S 4. ?5

53.9 S 3.92

A 2 ,.9 S 6-58

.~,.cnd-ard llnree Man 'ream lCosts

Ruk WgeRt i-'e~vonriel Cost Per
X~ 1- ~n~ ag~hateClockiiour

"g 3. 1) 3.92

A32 S 6.58

*&"P1 ?am 'Xn)sf/Hbur $ 1().50

v'Ž-r hcur worked. fsource: AFN 177-10"



Table B.4

stanAdard 'To Man Team Costs

Number Required Rank Wage Rate* Personel Cost Per
Clockhour

Sgt $3.92 S3.921

IAIC 5 3 29 53.29 i

"otal Team Cost/HPour . . . . . . . 7.2

Per hour worked. Source: AFM 177-?0-1

---. --- -, -.-..- ., .. .
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Table B.8

Engine Change Costs

Task Team Size Clockhours Cost

Removal 4 1.5 S 38.20

Installation 4 1.5 S 38.20

TriM 4 3.0 S 76.40

Total Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $152.80

1No material consumed in this task (20)

SAMPLE CAICU.UTION:

Engine removal requires a four (4) man team for ^.5 hours.

(clockhours) x (allowance factor) x (team cost/hour,

= task cost

(1.5) x (1.67) x (515.25) = 538.20



fabl. 519

w bee ion Cost

Tak Teas Sise Clock HIr Coat

MovmOmt from acft.
to shop 2 0.3751 14.52

movemet from shop
to aeft. 2 0.3751 4..52

Il I I_ 
Iilli

Total Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.014

1 Estia-xes were 15.-30 uiutea so the average was used.

Total R&R Eine Costa - $161.84 (which is the sum of total

coats from Table 8 and 9).

- - -- -----
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APPENDIX C

PROGRMS USED TO SCBE-
MODULE FAILURE DATA
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APPEDZI C

PROGRAMS USED TO SCRMO

MO)DULE PAILUBE ULU

This appendixz contains a copy of each different

type of computer program used in the module failure data

scroening portion of the research effort. The programs

included here are representative of the programs used;

i.e., nsoe program used were duplicates of the programs

here with the exception of the data files processed.

The manner of presentation used for this appendix

will be to list the variables and/or files used in each

program, followed by an actual listing of the programs.

Listing the programs was made possible by use of a

computer 'r'ograms UICELIST, developed by Major Jim Abbott,

Computer Support Section, School of Systems and Logistics,

whom the authors sincerely thank.

Many of the computer programs listed in this

appendix and used in the research effort were developed

by Panaza and Woods (14:95-121) and are used with their

per~mission.
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NM~: TM& O*3MO Be=s oavMtn daft frm KWD tape to

WA!!-me um~etic tape coata-An"i the t. mus.
actim 0o an m OvewatiomIP-I 00 Onsiue thzou*
30 j-17,

JWt&P - te vemeinat disk file containin~ the
data @waisted b7 the program MAP'IL dhsata was
Obtains twos the ua~.tic tape WA!!.
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U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U -R 10dIawmiaas009~a e d into
SMOR fg am vagtUc 'Iiiiii W.

Al - no&"ile Siaýl Oak.

A2 - Station (Now) am**

£3 -Date Of !smamctioae

Mg - Nsd4e emsictio an ,oduae Col.ition.

Mou 1140UMOVl geason ed MIdule Nours Since

A6 - Ugiue Desigation and ogine SeriAal Numbero.

N - A counter used to indicate the number Of r*ecods
processed.
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Cl.~~~ .s .if. .~b~ .~o! ... ..s

A - Ua~lsk us" In "b~te fiu two do"
elements of the data file Mmessh 2hwdta eleadats
havo no siGMtie in tkis, 1"esaire effort bktt are
retained to sixgli-ty tamatt lg Aosliivt te

TIP WID - Variable used to spcity to which of the
f ive mo4dues this data olsemet Iw**A refars to at tan
moftg ena-14 n, rfers to a oore module entiV. PC refers
to a fan drive tuvz~iv module. IPD reersr to so
au~aor/a~is eie IM refeo" to a goaft= noftle.

69 rofers to an entire a0in*enet1yo

B - Variable used in rea14-.- the last 45 data el*-
aents in the data file 1~A~.The"e data elements
contain inoraion such as data Of rort, reason for
report, reason for removal (if aprpite), eagine
operatiag hours "s of this datesngn serial nouber.

I - A counter used to indicate the total number of
data records-processed.

J -A counter used to indicate the numboir of inlet
fan module records processed.

K - A counater used to indicate the number of core
module recozds processed.

L - A counter used to indicate the number of fan
drive/turbine module records processed.

Mi - A counter used to indicate the number of
augmento r/exhaust modules records processed.

N - A counter used to indicate the number of gear-
box module records processed.

NENG - A counter used to indicate the number of whole
engine records processed.

11 - Variable used to som the number of records
written to module files end the ongine file,
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DI. pram O=JAT Y&EWiable S~oir LIMq Voe

A - Me file I ine number a"sociated with mm record.

Z - fTe Module Serial Sinew. In this foea- the
snufactor's code amd all leading seos have been strip.-

pod off.

7 - Defined all the data in one record eswept that
defined by the variables A and Z above.

SW - Module serial number. A mechanism used to
datevaine if the transaction just read by the prop -a
SOLOT was related to a Module Serial Number that was
different from the one previously read.

Z - A counter used to indicate the number of records
processed.

OCANAI/DATLI/IIAN - ASC I1 pezuanent file structure
containing the transaction history of the inlet/fan
modules. OCA"•I is a catalogue of all data from the
D024 Igino Status Reporting System. DATAI is a sub-
catalooue containg all data prior to screening for
error*. IVAN is the file ame.
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El. P Z•OPT Variables and/or Files Used.

A - The file line number associated with one data

record.

B - Module Serial Number.

C - Rnsgie designator and Module Removal Reason.

D - Module Operating Time.

E - Defined all the data in one record except that
defined by the variables A, B, C and D above.

SEN - Module Serial Number. A mechanism used to
determine if the transaction just read by the program
ZEROPT was related to a Module Serial Number that was
different from the one previously read.

N - A counter used to indicate the number of records
processed.

OCAMAI/DATAI/INWAN - ASBC I file: structure as
defined in Program SNOLST.
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F1. Proa BHCK Wariables and/or Files Used.

A- Line Number, Module Serial Nluber and Module

Designator.

B - Module Removal Reason.

C - Defined all the data in one record except that
defined by the variables A and B above.

RM - A vector used to store each different module
removal reason during the execution of that part of the
program BRCHEOK which identified these values. Also
used to provide a listing of the different values.

N - A counter used to indicate the number of records

processed.

J - A counter used to index the vector WH.

RFAIRC - ASC II permanent file containing the trans-
action history of those sample modules.
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G1 * tm 0WVaibl~A OAO/.wPiLes Un e

3 - So file line amber associated with ose record.

C - 2"e nodule code.

D - Zeroes.

3 - Module Oerial Number

F - 8tation (Base) Name.

G - Dte of Transaction.

H - Module Timnsaction and Module Condition.

J - Nodule Removal Reason.

N -Zero,

M - Module Hours Since Overhaul.

N - Blank.

P - Xgine Type.

8 and T - Engine Serial Number.

Z - A counter uaed to indicate the number of records
processed.

I•

I
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AI Linem~in~e aswted, with om* file record.

B Modu•Sle Seria liwber.,

BB - Module Desi4•atoe.

C - Module Removal Reas*=.

D - Module OperaStin-g ime.

Z - Defined an all the data on one zecord emept
those defixed Uy the variA••es A, D, U, C, and D above.

95 - Module Serial Nlumber. A aeehmasa used t~o .
determine when all ot the transactions pertaining to a to
given Module Serial Number have been processed.

OPT - Module Operating Time. A mechanism used to
detect an errone•e decrease in operating time.

X N - A counter used to indicate the total number of
records processed.

WYATT - ASC I permanent disk file that contained the
screened module transactio-' histories.

F.
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II * Avg= IR~NIis1sj Rm/or Files ym
A - Line Rmt, m o u2&e Beftal *udber m the "od* e

Dehipator.

B - module Reoyl Reason.

C - maw*l Opezating i-..e
D - Defiand as all the data elemtens in aon record

eOXept tos defined in the vaiables A, B and C above.
N - A cotm z, used to indicate the 't•a1 nundzr of

records prooess"d.

WYATTl z - P'ment disk file that contained the tans-.
action histozx7 records of all modules.

ij
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I
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JI. Pz-oton andI'C V beM/or Files U Md

A - Line lumber, Module Serial Number and Module
Designator.

B - Module Removal Reason.

C - Module Operatting Time.

0 - Defined as all the data in one record except
that defined by the variables As B and C above.

X - A counter used to indicate the total number of
records processed.

M - L"-"d as an indication to the program, that the
finst trmnsactio with a removal reason had been processed.

TIM - Module Operating Time. A mechanism used to detect
duplication of module operation time points between suc-
cessive module removal transaction.

WYATT - Permanent disk file that contained the tres-
action histor7 records of all modules.

I
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Ki. RIroma UIOMVZIB Variables and/or Piles Used.

FILUEAME - Variable name used for the nae of the
data file to be read frm.

RITEUME - Variable name used for the name of the
data file to be written to.

A - Defined all the data in one record for the first
23 spaces.

REMOVAL - Variable used to contain Removal Code
entries from data file.

B - Defined all the data in one record for the last
23 spaces.

I - Counter used to count number of records read
from FILEMAKE.

J - Counter used to count number of records written
to RITYILE.
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Programs to handle Edwards Air Force BDre RY')T&E

Engine Data were developed to manipulate the data provided

into the proper format for usage beginning with Program

SPLIT-OC. The programs listed in this appendix were then

used to screen all. files of obvious errors. Since the
~I" initial manipulation programs were designed Xor one time

usage only, the authors have not included them in this

document.

{F

I"I
I
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MODULE TII-1S AT FAILURE
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APPEDIX D

MODJLE TIMES AT FAILURE

0odule Pan Drive
Inlet/Fan Core Gearbox Turbine

Data

Produced 1.6 1*4.6 21.7 47.5
2.9 64.0 60.8 64.0
6.1 86.7 127.1 72.9
9.8 180.5 164.7 75.4

"18.2 237.5 174.4 78.5
23.9 207.4 84.1
27.6 220.4 163.7
29.5 220.7 174.8
32.6 203.0
32.7 208.2
49.0 238.6

101.8 239.4
112.1
"122.0
133.6
159.2

Number of
M0T Rmvls 2 8 6 4
Recorded

Total No.
of DATA 18 13 14 16
Points

i~miI IIII I i - C - -- T-A

m Parameter -0.2407 -0.0132 0.6601 0.71019

estimate1 0

Std ErrorofL Etite 0,.0829 1.1106 0.1250 0.0800i . Of Estimate•

Ik Parameter 0.0279 0.00205 0.00014 0.000163

Estimate1

I~td Error 0O5.004ll • rrr 0. 0070 0,00092 0,00005 0. 000043

of Estimate ..00....

"As determined using LIZELY2, Appendix E.
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APPENDIX E

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PE M RM MAXIMUM

LIIMLIHOOD EISTIMATES (ML~E) OF THE PARAMETERS

OF A TRUNCATED WEIBULL~ DISTRIBUTION

128



APPWDIX Z

DEVEWPIUIT OF A COMUIR 1TE OAZ1 TO PERMMI MXIMUM

LIKELIHOOD ESTIMTU (MX) OF REE PARAMMS

OF A TRULCATED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTICE

In working with data from component life cycle

tosting, it is usually desirable to generalize from sample

data to the entire population of similar components.

Shooman (24:195) points out the essentiality of fitting

faiiure data to a statistical distribution for this purpose.

Shooman further urges use of maximum likelihood estimators

for parameter estimation, once a specific distribution is

selected, since they offer "the most flexible and powerful

of modern estimation techniques (24:4•?)." As discussed

in Chapter V, the authors chose the Weibull distribution

for this research effort. The specific form of th,: Weibul1

dis-ribution used is:
I

Probability . Ktm+/(m+1 )
Density : f(t) = Kt e
Function

K 0

where it and X are the parameters of the distribution and

t is the variable of interest--in this situation--time.

129
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Once failure data was scree•ed and data points

established (See Appendix C for pzooduro used), the task

became to determine the appropriate parmweters for the

Weibull distribution to model each module hasard rate.

One notes the existence of an established maxismum opera-

ting time (NOT) for each module, except the augmentor/exhaust

module. This MOT essentially truncates the distribution

and this effect aunt be addressed in order to have valid

parameter estimates.

Mauimum likelihood estimates (MLE) of the shape

and scale factors of a truncated, Weibull distribution

have been developed by Shoomun (24:477). The expressions

for the shape factor, m, and scale factor, I, where r is

the number of failures in time T, n is the number of

components in the original population and t j , t 2 , . .. ,

t are the failure times of the r components are:

K - u (E.2)

i tj* + (n-r)Tm+1

rI

E i n t + (n.r:)Tg÷' lTin ti (E-3

E ' + + (fl-r)Tx (.3
i- I • ti M!= .. .... .. .. I

"} ,i I

i,,,'1



Equation (E.3) cannot be solved ezplicitly for a.

Shooman (2':477) recommends raphical solution, that is

plotting the left side of Equation (E.3) asainst the right

side. Although this is certainly an alternative, the cur-

rent authors decided to take advantage of the coaptational

power of the computer and develop a FORTRAN progna which

would search for a value of z which would satisfy Eouation

(E.3). It can be noted that the left side of Equation (E.3),

not containing m, is a constant. This simplified the

programming in that only the right side of the equation

needed to be repetitively recalculated. A graphical chart

depicting the computer search operation is included in

Figures E.1 and E.2. A copy of the program, LIELY2 is

included later in this appendix. In order to verify that

the program functioned properly, a number of data files

with known Weibull shape and scale parameters were created

using the inverse transform method. One file of 1000 data

elements was created with a positive shape parameter and

(nre of the same iize with a negative shape parameter.

With n set equal to r and the truncation point set just

above the value of the largest data element, LIKUILY2 was

used to estimate the parameters of the underlying distri-

bution. Finally, the positive shape parameter file was

truncated by simply splitting the file into two smaller

files, one containing values greater than the truncating

point and one smaller than the truncatinr point. IUKELY2
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-a then used to estimte pmretez fiom the truncated

data file. SlOMts d TA Lwe2 te o = to be

statisticallyv accurate at the 9 percet contideAme level

wh*e compared to the parameters used originl1•y to write

the data points.

Pomalea an also available (24:4W2-4x8 to find

the amount of variance involved in each estimate of the

par• •eotrs a an K. The e3prssioan for parameter eati-

mation variance for a tzrcated Weibull hazard model where

a is the estimate of the shape parmeter, K is the estimate

of the scale parameter, n is the number oi' components in

the original population, r is the number of observed

failures in the test period T, and t, t2 , . . . t

the failure times for the r components are:

Var X ft K2/r(EA)

Var m ftK

rr

-~i t t", (n-.)T4+ linT

I t m)2 + t a ;.+l (l-T)2
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Using Chebyshev's inequality (24t483) which states

that:

P(IOpt~N~g ~(E.6)

where:

0 random variable with an arbitrary
distribution

o expected value of 0 or E( )

N number of standard deviations

standard deviation of 0 or

one may determino appropriate confidence bands for the

parameter estimates.

The computer program developed in FORTRAN to find

MLE's and their variances is shown in Figure E.4. Basically,

the program consists of a Main Program and seven function

subprograms. The main program initializes all variables,

reads data elements in, determines when m has been esti-

mated to an accuracy of .00001 and provides output.

Inspection of the right hand side of Equation (E.3)

revealed its monotonic behavior. Because of this behavior,

the interval bisection offered considerable computational

efficiency and was incorporated. Function subprograms

were used to perform summing operations and computation

of the variance of the m parameter due to its complexity.

Table E.1 lists the variable names used in the main

program with their associated meanings, Figure E.3 is a

simplified flowchart of the main program.

iv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Table E.1

VARIL USED IN LIKY2

ANS Character variable used to detesine it
full explanation of pragra usa is
desired.

FILB I Character variable used to contain the
name of the file containing data to be
analrzed.

JR Counter used in sumUng subprograms.

J Counter used in do-loop.

T(J) Vector used to store failure data points.

XM The value for the Weibull parameter "iM"
for which this program was developed.

BIGT The truncation point specified.

N Number of elements in original population.

X Individual data points, as read from file.

I Counter used to determine number of data
points read in.

ALT Variable used to store the comuted value
of the left side of Equation (E.3).

ART Variable used to store the computed value
of the right side of Equation (E.3).

XK The value for the Weibull parameter "K"
for which this program was developed.

zz Dummy variable used in reading the line
numbers on the data file (once read these
numbers are discarded).

XLOW Variable used to store the value of Xl
for interval bisection comutations.
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XHIGH Variable used to store the value of XM
for interval bisection computations.

IDIF Difference between XHIGH and XLOW.

XKVMAR Variance of Weibull "K" parameter esti-
mate computed using ILE's.

I

S1

I.
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Initialize All 1
Variables j

head
In

Data Points

Compu t e_1

ALT

Step • ,Step

m by -.1 y .

!a

Print NOTE:
p 1. Once ART exceeds

ALT when m ý.+, the
program uses the inter-
val bisection method
to determine m to
required accuracy.

2. Once ART drops
below ALT when the
program is -, uses
interval bisect as in

1.

Figure E.3

0implif ed Flowchart of Main Program
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APPEDIX P

FORTRAN FM O TOE AIOOMT

The algorithm developed in Chapter IV was

programmed in FORTRAN mid is shown in Figure F.P.

basically, the progm consists of a Main Progr!p and

five function subprogram . The main program initializes

failure distribution parameters and cost inputs, contains

two do-loops which increment the value of n and the age

of tho core module, manipulates probabilities and expec-

tations returned by the subprograms, and provides data

output. Tha function subprogram perform the detailed

calculations of probabilities and expected values.

Table P.1 lists the variable names used in the

mfin progrum with their associated meanings. IPhrmughout.

".r•e pr,)gra, MODI refers to the module for which thf.

.'zal , pportunistic replacement policy is being deter-

,.,,.•. IMOD refers to the c-re module. '•he program could

b,• -ued for any two component system where it is desired

fi.. n fud the optimal opportunistic rpplacemeAt policy for

ore of the components given the maximum operating times

and failure distribution parameters. For this reason,

the symbols MODI and flDD2 were used rather than, for

instance, fam and core.

14?
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Wsmeical solution for the optimal value of n is

performed in the main program. Fig•re 1.1 is a simpli-

fied flow chart of the win program. The value of NODGE

iv initially set at 0 at line 400. The value of TSTAR is

initially set to 0 at line 600. Lines 610 through 640

determine the difference, it any, between ?OD2hGE and

TATAR, calculate the maximum remaining hours on MODI,

and determine if the value of N represents XODIMOT or

NOD2IO0T. Lines 660 through 8&0 make the necessary calis

to the function subprograms to determine values of CYCLE,

T1OOST and HOURCOST. These three values are printed out

along with !OD2AGE and TSTAR. The program then loops

back, increments the value of TSTAR by MODIMOT/25 hours

and determines CYCLE, TCOST and HOURCOST once more. TSTAR

3- is incremented in MODIMOT/25 hour steps until MOD1MOT is

reached. Once MODIMOT is reached, the program loops back

t.I- to line 440, increments MODWAGE by the value of SCAN,

sets the value of TSTAR to zero, and increments TSTAR

in MODIMOT/?5 hour steps once more. This pattern of

incrementing TOTAR from 0 hours to MOT hours and then

incrementing the value of MOD2AGE is continued until

MOD2AGE equals 25 times the value of SCAN. If SCAN is set

at OD2MOT/25, the final value of OD2-GE will equal
MOD2MOT.

02 As currently written, the program prints one line

of outpt for' eaah value, of D2 -and TP.TAL d
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line 9/0 and inserting the following statement betwee.n lines

930 and 940, the program will print the optimal value of

TSTAR (and the associated values of CYCLE, TCOST and HOUR-

COST) for each value of KOD2AGE:

PRINT 5, MOD2AGE ,XST.R ,HOURCOST,CYCLE, TOOST

Function subprogram SINGMEAN performs the integral

Xml TARS to AoD1 (t) dt (F.1)

numerically using Simpson's rule (23:14). Numerical

evaluation was necessar'y since (F.1) has a closed form for

the Weibull PDF only when the limits of integration are 0

and infinity. In order to insure that SINGMEA. functioned

properly, a special "test" Main Program was designed with

just sufficient statements to pass arguments to SINGMEAN

and print results. The Weibull PDF was sketched for

m a .71019 and k a .000163 which were the maximum likelihood

estimates of the parameters of the fan drive turbine module.

The value of the PDF is approximately zero for values of t

beyond 500 hours. Mean time to failure was analytically

dotermined aa ('4:P21) -1

The analytical mean of a Weibull distribution with

m n .71019 and k - .000163 is 200.172 hours. A value of

t . 6000 hours which is well beyond 500 hours was passed

to SINGHAN. The absolute error of the value of XNUI

returned by SINOMAN is sensitive to the number of segments

used in numerical approximation of the integral. With 200

segmenta, error was over six percent. By increasing the

j2:



nuuber of asaywte to 2000, the mm iutoon kI

was 201.683 bioah is mspp,.uatl$ .8 Pm.t .meo. lOW

relatively large mmior of semlts uwed in B is

the primaq reason the algoaift regqufs 102 hours of

proca.sing tiem. Arthor .L.•e•sin, the nmbor oat *en-

"ments i SIN~ would "equire even longer p0oomsiu

time. For this reason, .8 percent error was accepted.

The comlete algorithm, was ran once with 5000 segmentn

to determine it the optimal value of T¶STR was sensitive

to residual error in WGMFAUA. The optimal value of TSTAR

was the same as that found using 2000 sepments in SINMU .

HOUROST was approximately .07 percent highr using p000

segment*. This dilfference is felt to be inuipSiticant.

Function subprogram- VOD calculates the value of

F~t t~ Stk) F(t) -F(ti)(.)

for the Weibull PD?. No approximations are used in this

runction subprogram. The subprogram was checked individually,

however, in the same manner as SINGMEO and returned the

analytically correct probability.

PIanrtion subprograms qCBAR, QWBARC and qQMF are

esasntially similar. The mechanics of the three fuaction

subprograma are illustrated here by reference to function

qFCEAR. In Chapter IV, the probability of the fan module

requiring replaeement before the core module in the

Intozrva (no N) given fan module survival uAtil a and core
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aodule survival until n - a t was

Wen8' - E qi(tr) (F.4)
i-I

when <ts5N- It,

where

VA* [i Qi .1i n)]hI (F. 5)

QCORE(ti+1  I n+

and when N - t <t xJ q (fT) = 0 if N - CORI'OT but if

N - FAMMOT then

* -~r QPAX(N - S t I n)] (F.6)

[ - qCo0E(Nj n)]

?mnotion QPC3AR perfoms this summation. Three values are

returned by the subprogram. In addition to the value of

(F.•3) the aubpropam also returns

M-1 tqMBARL El l-i (t0 +t.fF OP.)

and
ti-I (t

YM-1 (i ,ti+l),f

Juil

QCBARL is used to pass the value of X4 to the main program.

YflUI is used to pass the oontribution of q(fc) to the cal-

oulation of

I:i
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M1+E (ti + .) [i(fc) + qi(fc)+qi(fE)J (F.9)
i--1 2

required by Equation (4i.17) in Chapter IV. Function sub-

programs QQ and Q"BARC differ from function QFCBAR only

in that they perform calculations involving q i(fc) and qi(Fc)

respectively.

Function subprograms QFCBAR, QPBARC and QQFC were

checked by writing a short main program with just sufficient

statements to pass the necessary arguments and print results.

The value of
M

I - • qi(fc) + qj(?c) + qi(fF) (P.10)

over the interval (0, t) is equivalent to

- FMODI(t)] @ - FMOD2(t)] (F.11)

Thus comparing the value of (F.10) with the analytic two

component system reliability for some time t provides a

check on the function subprograms. This checic was per-

formed for a value of XMI = .66, XKI - .000141, XM2 - -. 1316

and XK2 a .002051. The analytic reliability is .334. With

;,0 segments Ln each of the function subprograms, the value

of (F.10) was .536 which is .6 percent error.

A second check of subprograms QFCBAR, QFBARC and

QQFC is possible by comparing the mean time at failure

of a two component system returned by the subprograms

with the analytically detaiinad *m* time at -failure.

-... "-t- L~ . . • . • . .¾f. •St>A?.&':
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For a system of Welbull components, mean time at failure

may be calculated anx lytically over the interval (0, )

when the component m parameters are equal (23:221)1 For

m = .66004 and k values of .000141 and .002051, analytic

mean time at failure is 48.38 hours. The m and k values

chosen are in the range relevant to distributions studi'-d

In this thesis. The mean d,'termined by QFCBAR, QFBARC

and QQFC was 48.48 hours which is an error of approximately

.2 percent. Functions QFCBAR, QFBARC and 4QYQFC, like

SINECAN, require an upper bound for the interval over

which approximation is to be accomplished. For the m or

k values chosen, the PDF's are approximateiy 0 beyond

t = 500 hours. An upper bound of 2000 was used to check

thu subprograms.

'The formula for calculating .3ystem mean t-im(' to
failurro is l/(m+i)

# = • (e~l( m +
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Table F.I

PROGRAM SYMBOLOGY

N Maximum possible age at replacement of
module 1. Refer to Equation (4.21) in
Chapter IV.

MOD2AGE Age of module 2.

MODIPACK Dollar cost to pack and unpack module I at
the field level.

MODIDEP Dollar cost to depot overhaul module 1.

MODI•REP Dollar cost to remove and replace module 1.
This cost includes the cost to remove the
engine from the aircraft, transport the
engine to the repair shop, perform the in
shop module removal and replacement, trans-
port the engine from the shop to the aircraft,
reinstall and trim check the engine.

MODISHIP Cost, in dollars, to transport module I between
the field repair shop and the depot. Shipping
cost is round trip.

(ODIMI'OT Module 1 maximum operating time.

Z-OD24MO? Module 2 maximum operating time.

"""eibull m parameter for module .

"W, 'L-ibli k parameter for modkie 2.

Weib•Lii , parameter for module .

XY(2 Weibuil k parameter for module 2.

fCil Amo-u.jnt by which module 2 age is incremente.d
in di-loop.

DELTA11 Di.- •rence between mofdulc- NOT and modul(-
F IOT. Refer to Equati.n -. 20) in Chapter

I V.



TSTAR Breakpoint between replaee at failure region
and opportunistic replacement region. TTAR
is equivalent to n as used in Chapter IV.

TCOST Total cost per cycle in dollars.

CYCLE Cycle length in hours.

HOURCOST Cost per hour in dollars per hour.

XLOW Variable used to store the lowest value of
hourcost.

XSTAR The value of TSTAR associated with XILOW.
I, J Counters used in do-loops.

UL Maximum hours remaining on module I before
replacement.

DELTAT Difference between module I age and module
2 age. Refer to Equation (4.19) in Chapter
IV.

NFIX Switch variable used to pass information on
which module will reach its MOT first.

X1 Probability of module I requiring replacement
before module 2 in the interval n'ctjN
given survival of both until TSTAR and TSTAR -
DELTAT respectively.

X2 Probability of module 2 requiring replacement
before module 1 in the interval TSTARtst sN
given survival of both until TSTAR and
TSTAR-DELTAT respectively.

X3 Probability of module I and module 2 requiring
simultaneous replacement in the interval
TSTAR-et SN given survival of both until
TSTAR and TSTAR- DELTAT respectively.

X4 Defined analugously to X1 over the inteirval
TSTAR-ct wN.

X5 Defined analogously to X2 over the interval
TSTAR ct 'N.

X6 Defined analogously to X3 over the interval
TSTAR met ,6N.

X7 Probability of module I failure in the interval.
C t TSTAR.
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X8 Reliability of module I in the interval
OSt %STAR.

Xli Probability that module 1 requires replace-
ment before module 2 in the interval
TSTAR'ctýSN given module 2 survival until
TSTAR-DELTAT.

XP? I'rrbability that; module. ;I rquir.s r-:pLaze-
ment before module 1 in the interval
Tf3STAR1ctSN given module 2 survival untilTSTIAR-LELTAT.

X33 Probability that module I and module 2 require
simultaneous replacement in the interval
TSTAR-wttsN given module 2 survival until
TSTAR-DELTAT.

X44 Defined analogously to X11 over the interval
TS¶iAR -t wN.

X55 Defined analogously to X22 over the interval
TSTAR •t wN.

X66 Defined anal 'ously to X33 over the interval
TSTAR -a t -a N.

XWTJi The co'ntribution to mean timo to removal of
module I by the interval OtSTSTA1i.

1J3 The contribution to mean tlm, t,, removal of
module f by the interval TSTAi-et<N.
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APISIX G

PRGA OUTPUT

This appendix contains output data from the

POR•RAN progre listed in Appendix P. Figure G.1 is a
sample of the output provided b; the program. Table G.1

sumarizes the results f-om sensitivity analysis and is

presented in the following fornatt.

1. Column I indicates the input variable under study.

2. Column 2 contains the value of the input variable

under study.

3. The value in column 3 is the optimal value of n

(the breakpoint between the replace at failure region and

the opportunistic replacement region) for the input para-

meters used. Precision is + 10 hours.

4. The value in column 4 is the expected cost per

hour under the optimal opportunistic replacement policy

for the input parameters used.

5. The value in column 5 is the expected cost per

hour under the corresponding replace at failure policy.

6. The value in column 6 is the difference in

expected cost between the replace at failure policy and

the opportunistic replacement policy.

7. The value in column 7 is the expected cycle length

under the optimal opportunistic policy for the input

166
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parameter used.

8. The value in column 8 is the expected cycle length

under the corresponding replace at failure policy. Thre

baseline values of the program input variables were:

X.71019

XK1 .000163

X]M2 -. 01316

XK2 .002051

MOD1REP $862.52

MODIDEP $6174i.00

MODIPACK $30.10

MODT SHIP $315.84

MODIMOT 250.0 hours

MOD2MOT 250.0 hours

SCAIN 10.0 hours
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MOD2AGE TSTAR 'T :RCOST CYCLE TCOST

10.0000 0. 19.• '. 139.1934 6938.CU48
10. 0(') 10.000( 49. -,1 115.8107 7125.9541

?0.00C)0 20.0000 48.7r91. 146. 3 48 '4139. 86,?
l0.(OO') 30.0000 488. -9c),) 148.7167 7/15). 1 (,0;
1 W.00 40. 400M 47'/. 4C. 150.9566 '/164.14039
10.0000 50.0000 46.88,;.) 153.0554 ?71(6.53P
10.0000 60.0000 46.3730 155.0147 7188.4919
10.0000 70.0000 45.9091 156.8368 7200.235
10.0000 80.0000 45.4929 158.5243 7211.7211
10.0000 90.0000 45.1,206 160.0803 7222.9142
10.0000 100.0000 44.7889 161.5084 7233.7845
10.0000 110.0000 44.4948 162.8124 7244.5069
'10. 0000 120.0000 44.2355 163.9964 7254.4614
i0.0000 130.0000 44.0084 165.0648 7264.2319
10.0000 140.0000 43.8111 166.0220 7273.6074
10.0000 150.0000 43.6416 166.8725 7282.5801
10.0000 160.0000 43.4978 167.6212 7291.1464
10.0000 170.0000 4 3.3779 168.2725 7299.5057
10.0000 180.0000 43.2803 168.8312 7307.0607

""). 190.0000 43.2034 169.3020 75 4.•417i

V C. "7000 P00.0000 43.1458 169.6892 75;'. 8
"A ', 000r 210.0000 4 3. 1064 169 . 997?4

"r) r)00 2;X0. 0000 45.0858 170.2 308 7l ý,4 .1/ 1
) .rjr)OOo 230.0000 45. 0771 '70 5955 t/5.4r, .r)54,. O. 0000 240.0000 1. 0853 70.4895 ?545. 589

1)0.0000 250.0000 43.1077 170.5224 750. •0

Figure G.1

Sample Program Output

4lwwi irif,- hazard rate and cost inpuits for f'irn
d/ri-'v turbinie(t; 0ore Age 10 hours.
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"AVPIWDJX H

COIBDITIOMAL PROB&BILITIES

Chapter IV made extensive use of conditional

probabilities of the form qi(fc), qi(rc) and qi(f.

The reader will recall, for instance, that
qi~fc) - QFAN!Cti I a) • (Ht.1)

[ i - QCORE(t i+ ti)

,q(nlN( t 1+1 t

if, the~ inttrnal n< t. N - t,.

where

qi(fc) n Probability that an engine requires
field level replacement of the fan

module and core module simultaneously
in the i-th interval between n and ff
given survival of both until n, and

;FAN(tk K akFan h ,1an)

Probability of fan failure between 4.j

and t. g.iven survival until t.

'kcorre t, cor e.

Probability of core faliure b-etwee(n - .

and tk given survival until t .

Let

f (t) IFan module faildre density function.
Fan

fcore (t),Core module failure density function.

core"
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Then

1 QFAN t ~ r].[FAN(t. i+ ti)] (H1.2)

: n ,lla r t••dt fi f a ( t (,, frr ri f t) dtJId an t;)1

I-I o £~Fan~t t

which is equivalent to

n " f Fan(t) dt)1 f-a(t) dt]

I. -f fFan(t) dt

5an dt
i•r "fFan• ( t) dt

•htith reduces to

ft t i+1i
t, Fai t) dt

-f f Fan (t) dt

C R t it t

-. f ore(t) dt;

C 0 ''1 -(Int)
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and Equatiovn (H.1) becones

qi(fc). (H.3)

Fa t) dtf* 0  t) dt)
f" (t) dt fc (t ) dt

E•quation (H.3) represents the probability of PAN/CORE

system failure in the interval (ti, ti+,) given survival

until n. The devisor in Equation (H.3) insures that the

probability of failure over the interval (n, .c) is

equal to 1. A geometric interpretation of the conditional

probabilities in Equation (H.3) is shpwn in Figure H.I.

The PDF has a spike at N where mandatory removal occurs.

qi(1c) and qi(fF) are developed analogously with the

exception that one module survives through the interval

"(t ti+I) while the other falls in it.

I..
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f÷ Fana(t dt

o \ n ti ti+IN

\fo flean( t ) dt

Figure H.1

Geometric Interpretation of Conditional

Probabilities in Equation (H.3)
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